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Holland City News.
VOL. XII.-NO.

HOLLAND,

34.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

MICH.,

WHOLE

29, 1883.

NO.

693.
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®ht

*V1

Siollatul

PUBLISH Kf)

:

N ».W

WILLIAM

EIGHTH STREET.

H.

lorrtctAL. i

Drn« Siore. Fine Droiri.Med-

Additional ^oral

etreot.

i

ROGERS.

Editor and Pu’dUher.

THE

W.

Council.

N. C. T.

U.

During the winter of

1882-83 this gifted lady lectured through
the principal cities of the State, present-

REV. GEO. H. THAYER, of Boorbon.

\7AN PUTTEN, W*., Dealer in Drnge, MedlHolland, Mich., Sept. 25th, 1868.
cinea Painte, Oile, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. Ind., lay*: “Both myself and wife owe onr Uvea to.
ing to numerous audiencesthe "key to the
The Common Connellmet purauantto adjournhHoh’s ConsumptionCore.'* Sold by D. K.
W. Vam Dim DiRo'aFamilyMedlcinof: River St.
altuatiou.”
ment
and
was
called
to order by the Mayor.
Xsros*;/ r
Member* present:Mayor Beach, Alderman HarWe'call these enactments preventive,belam*. “
Beukema,Workman,
‘
Boyd,
ARE YOOJADK miserableby Indigestion, rington,Wlllli
cause they strike at the root of the evil.
ineei.
Constipation, ftlazlnea*, of Appetite, Yellow Nyland, and the Clerk.
skin? Shiloh*!VitallKer I* a positive cure. Sold
Headingof the mlnntesdispensed with and reg To inform childrenand youth as to the
ruraiture.
by D. R. Meeugs.
ular order of business suspended.
true nature of alcoholic poison and Iti efThe following bills were presented for payment:
Yf EYBK, BROUWER A CO.. Dealer! In all
WHY WILL YOU conch when Shiloh** Core H.S. Woodruff, repairing sidewalks ........$13 79 fects upon the system is the surest mode
ivl kind! of Purnltnre, Cnrtalni,Wall. Paper, will give immediate relief. Price 10 ct*. 50 ,et*.
M. M. Clark, lire police ...... ............ . 1 00
Carpeta, Uofflni,Picture Frame!, etc. : River !t.
and $1. Sold by D. K. Meeng».
of shipping Its use as a beverage. In an

_

_
_

Term* of Subscription:

^

—

fnival Dealin.

$1.50 per ye/ir if paid in adoanee;$1,75

Common

.

V

RVEBY SATURDAY AT

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE

R.,

Fancy Goode, Toilet Article! and

Ferfnmeriee. Hirer

WEEKLY~NEWSPAPER.

A

icinei*.

.

‘

—

A.Verlee.

,

SHILO 8 CATARRH REMEDY—

a poMtlve

Meenga.
Meenga.

\7AN PUTTBS G,, A SONS , General Dealer! cure for Catarrh, Diphtheriaand Canker Month.
‘
In Dry Goodi, Groetrlei.Crockery. Hat! Sold by D. R.

if'

_
V

paid at three month, and $S.0U if

J.

De Weird,

C.

Odell,

»
»
“

.

.

»•

100
100 tge that boasts of being

“

"

......................

1

00

— Allowed and warrants ordered Ismed on the city
treasurer for the several amounta._

much

is

gained when

true'

scientific,

science

Is

very

found

to be th&ftaunchestally of temperance.
The following proposals were receivedfor gradIII. Antatiyr.— The same Legislaing and gravellng^Ninthstreet, vis: H. Boone,
imp.
'
gravel 93 cents nor cable yard. P. Koniag, two ture Of 1883 passed a law, amendatory of
samplesof grsvAat 89* cents per cubic vard, and
job PHIKTING ProspUi ut Nsalli Eiecited. ./11TY HOTEL. Mra. J. Mayera t Soni, Proone sampleltTBBnts
per cable yard; for grading the act "f 1875 as to iuoorporatedvil\j prietor*.The only ftrar-ciaaaHotel In the SHILOH’S CURB WILL immediately relieve per cubic /aril R cents, all other work $40. P.
city. It locatedin the btulneee center of the town, Croup. Whooping cnagh and Btottchiti*. Sold by BcrghuW, gravel 49 cents per coble yard, grading lages. By adding a single word, an imTERMS OF ADVERTISING:
end haa one of the largeatand beat aamule room! D. R.
prr cubic yard 18 cents, and for all other work $25. portant extension of power is bestowed on
in the State. Free baa In connectionwith the HoP. A. Kiefs,for graveling 60 cents per cubic yard;
S;
i
One Mnare of ten llnee. (ooupireU.1 71 cenU for tel. Holland, Mich.
theie corporations. •
HMJ
irvt ineertion,and 4S cent# fcr each *ab»equ«at
FOR DYSPEPSIA and Llvw HompWuL you grading^per cubic yard II cents, and for alf other
Of the sixteen classes of powers granted
loeerrloDfor any period ander rhree aoatha.
r>U(BNIX HOTEL. Ryder * OoflPee,proprietor*, h*vt a printed guarantee ot.ifyery bottle of
On motion of Aid. Herringtoa—
Located near the Uhl. M W. Mich. R’y depot, ihiioh'i Vltallcer. It never fall! to cure. Sold by
by the law of 1875, the seventh reads thus:
> M. I I M. t 1 T.
Retained, That the contract for grading and
hae good fecilliieefortha traveling pa blic. and ita D. R.
150 5 00 1 8 00 ublo ia nniarpaated. Free Hack for accommoda- !<> tr :.nt' ** t* yfr •rr > •
graveling Ninth streetbe and ia hereby awarded "The councils of incorporatedvillages
......
8
00
10
00
500
••
to P. Kunlng,the gravel to be used as per sample
tion of gneata. Holland, Mich.
A NASA LLNJ1CTOR free with each botlle of
may past ordinances: * #
S 00 10 00 j 17 00
.........
No. 1, from De Vries pit.'
Shiloh’!
Catarrh
Remedy,
. Price 60 ceuii, Sold
17
00
1 *
00
10
00
M Colnma ......
COOTT
HOTEL.
W. P. Bcott, proprieier. by D.R. Meeags.”
Seventh. —To license saloon, tavern*
Ou motion of Aid. Workman •
17 HO 15 00 1 40 00
hotel la located oa the cor. of Ninth and
* 00 40 00 | 05 on Fi*hThl!
Rt talced,That the motion bo so atueuded that and eating-houses.”
::
etri. Terma, $l.» per day. Good accomthe contract be awarded to P. Koning, provided
Old Bbremurk Mills, )
modation! caa alwaya be relied en. Holland,
The statuteof 1883 amends by substitutthat upon examinationof tha gravel pit the gravel
Yearly advertWere hare the pilrllege of three Mich.
8-lJ
Dalton. Mm*., April 27, 1882.- f
is found to be equally as good a* the Boone * De
ing:
change*.
Mr. Peter Ltwler haa been a resident of Vriea gravel.— which said amendment was not
Btudneta Card* In Oily Directory, not over three
Llvirr ant Salt Stabliv.
"Seventh. —To suppress saloous for the
adopted, a majority of all the aldermen elect not
Bnev.Sa.OO per annum.
this town for the past -seventeen years, nnd (incurringtherein by yeas and nays as follows:
sale ot spirituous and intoxicating liquors
H„
Livery
and
Sale
Stable.
Office
Notice! of Birth#, MarrUgee.aad DeeihepuhandbaraouMarket afreet. EverythingIrat- In onr employ lor fifteen, and in ail these Yoas: Beukema, Workman, Kramer,and Nyland. and license taverns nnd eating-houses.”
!i«he<l whitont charge for aabacribert.
year* be haa been a good and respected Nays: Harrington, Williamsand Boyd.
elaea.
This provision we call tentative or exjterfir AH advurtlelng bill! collectable quarterly.
The original motion was adoptedby the followcitizenof the town and community. He
An X before the Subecriber'! name will donote TfAVERRATB,G. J.. Livery and Boarding haa bad some chronic dlseasa.toour knowl- ing yeas and nays. Yeas: Harrington.Williams. imental,because it empowers these organiKramer,Boyd, and Nyland. Naya: Beukema and
the expiration of the Snhecription.
Two XX alg- 11 viable. Fine rigs and good horaeacau alzations, about one hundred in number, to
waya be relied on. On fish atreet.near Scott’a edge for moat of the time, but now claims Werkman.
nifle* that no paper will be coutinned after date.
to be, and is, in apparent good health.
Hotel.
aa-tr
The following petition,signed by D. M. Gee and make trial of a modifiediorm of prohibithirteenothers, was presented to the Council:We
PA PER “'i&.d? * °Jv7‘»2S: VfIBBBLINK,J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ciua. O. Browns, Pres’l.
undesigned, taxpayers and owners of proper tion. In other words it extends the prinpaper AdvcrtlaingBureau DO Sprace St.), whera iv Ninth atreet, near Markot.
I [The wonderful case referred to above the
ty on Ninth street, In the city of Holland, respectadvertising Contract! may be made for It in NEW
ia published in another column and will fully ask, that the question of setting the grade on ciple of local option to a new class of cases
Xiat Xtrkiti.
YORK.
prove of great value to thousands of our said street may be re-opened, andithat we may have in the interest of temperance.Let the
the opportunity to state onr objectionsto the
J£UITB,J. Dealer ia all kinda of meat! and reader*.— Ed.
t. *
grade now being oatabllshed.— Petition accepted. electorsso will and the saloonists may be
vegetable!; Meal Market on tth street.
j(Uii ^Oiuls.
On motion of Aid. Harrington—
swept from these communities like ebafl'.
' BuoUon'i Arnica Salve.
\7AN DBR HAAR, H., Dealer in Freeh, Salt,
Rttolted.That the City Surveyor make an estiand Smoked Meat! and Vagetabl«i: paper
The greateat medical wonder of the mate of the dirt put lu Ninth street, between A healthy public sentimentmay be develChicago It Wist Michigan Railway.
and twine; 8th atreet.
world. Warranted to speedily cure Burns, Cedar and Fish st reets, and report to the Cotiocll oped and become, what it ought to be, a
at their next meeting,and also to report such
Bruises. Cuts, Ulcer*, Suit Ulicum, Fever changes as can he made In the grade of Ninth law unto itsol!. In this way, the salutary
Xmfaetorli',Xilli. Shipi. ate.
7«/. ing Effect, . Wednesday, Sept. 26, 1883.
Sores, Cancer*. Piles. Cliilbluins,Corns, sheet, between blocks 81 and 38. not detrimental
DAUBLS.VAN PUTTEN* CO., Propnetora Tetter, Chapped Hand*, and all skin erup- to the property situated on said part of said Ninth principle of h cal option may be gradually
From Chicago
ot IHugger MUU; .(8toam Saw and Flour
From Hoi laud
street.—Ap«|Med.
extended to still larger municipalities.
to Hollanc
tions, guaranteedto cure in every instance,
Mllla.) near foot of 8th itrset.
to Chicago.
Mr. M. Walker submitted two plans for water
A review of the course of legislationin
Nl’t
or
money
relunded.
35
cents
per
box.
A
mpTmu. mji;
TOWN!.
Exp. \7AN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implement! positivecure for pile*. For «»le by II. wort* and estimate*of cost for wood, wrought
Exp. ed.
our
Stale bears out, we tbluk, the stateiron,
and
cast
Iron
pipes.
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street
Walsh.
Connelladjourned to Tuesday 7:30 p. m.- Oc- meat of Dr. Parrish, In ike preface to bia
p.m.ja.m.a. m.
T17ILM8, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
tober 2d, \m.
fof.wj 9 21111 10 ....Holland .....
Iron and Wood combluatioo Pumpa. Corlate work
"Alcoholic Inebriety.”
(JBO. U. SIPP. G'Hv Uerk.
10th and River ureete.
___
10 551 10 00 11 80 But Saugatuck
^Taking
half a century ago as a starling
To *11 who are »uftering from the errors
VoUrv PuMlei.
point, the growth of the temperance kentl11 U5!l0 20 II 45 .New Richmond.
and indiscrellonsof yoiUn, nervims weak- For tht HollandCity Stwe:
OTBGBNQA,
A, P., J twice of the Paare and nea*, early decay, low orKn'aiiluvid,Ac., Temperanc* LegliUtyonin Michigan; Fait meat of the country lias been marvelous,
..Gd. Junction..
M 5? J!
Notary Pnbllc. Conveyancing dona at ihort I will aend a recipe Hint will cure you,
and Ftaent
and to-day, simply as a sentiment, it bolds
notice. Oflice Zeeland, Michigan. 9-1y
.....
Bangor.
...
free of charge. This great remedy wns
12 20 12 86
a prominent anti commanding position.”
discovered by a missionary in South
rkvilolau.
2 20
1 50 3 15 2 25 .Benton Harbor.
America. Send a self- add reused envelope The existing laws relating to this sub- But a sound public sentimentis only the
|>BST. R. B., Phyalcian and Surgeon, cau be
2 15
2 15 3 30 2 35 ...St. Joseph...
IJ found in bit office, on River atreet,next door to the RKV. JOSEPH T. IN MAN, Stutlon ject may be classed under three heads, beginningof the battle, it needs to be
D, New York
28-ly
to D. R. Meenga, drag store.
remedial,preventiveand tentative. We pro- guided into proper channels and made effect1 10
8 40 6 00 3 45 ..New Bufihlo..
pose to give a brief summary of the lead- ive. This means teork, not talk\ the work
rf RBMBKS, H., Phyildan and Surgeon. ReiiAll color* of German Kuiltiug Yarns,
6 50 ....Chicago .....
IV. dence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
ing provisions of eseb.
a, m. p. m. p. m.1
of organization, of concentration. The
atreet. Office at the drag atore of Kremera * cheap at
Bangs.* Office hoars from 11 a. m. to It m., and
I.
Remedial.—
The
object
of
this wise words of Mrs. Lotbrop, president of
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
38-2
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
and Oapi. Fbnr. Provltlom, etc. ; River atrect.

paid at nix maths.

:

HACKMBTACK. ’a lastingand fragrant perfume. Price * and 50 cents. .Sold by D. R,
%
•

_

Meenga. ^
. . - --- am
-

i

i
a
H “

Meeags. ^

1

1
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O

1

_ _

_
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V
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TV

»

ou

A Card.

__

O

s

Cily.

from 5 to 6 p.

Fro* Grd. Rapid*

From Holland to
Grand Rapid*.
b ra. B.m p. m.

a.

to

Holland.

m.

a.

...Zeeland ..... 10 45

6 38 S 40 3 37

m. ip.m.

920

45 25 •8 10 3 25 ....Holland ..... 11 10

10

20

840 10

10

3 57 ..Hudsonril.e... 10 27

0 15 10 15

406

740

SOO 935

m.

w

50*1/

class of statutes is

OOHIPHORST,L.

Physician and Surgeon;
office at the drag store of Schepers* schiphorst; ia prepared at all timet, day or night, to
attend to "caua.”

9 40

O

Mich. Office

». tn. a.

m.

p.

m.

i. ra.

a.

and

clothe*,

renovate

and

clean clothes,

call.,1888.-

making them appear

635 49

00
m. p.ra.

Read the Fact.

m.

boors from 12 (o x

....GrandvlUe... 10 15 7 10 9 20

40 4 25 ..Grand Rapldi.. 10 60

a

JJIGGINS,

B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal
lery opposite this office.

Holland, June

like

new. Give me
W. VORST.
18-

5,

kUSKEftON BRANCH.
Watoknui Jmlry.
From Maskegoi
to Uollan
id.
p.m. p.m.
p«“’

From Holland to
Mnakegon.
a. m. p.ra. a. m.
45 45 3 25 10 55
6

....

20 8 50 11 15

...

Holland.

..

825

1 53 9 50

West Olive... 300 1 81

For Sale.

I>RBYMAN,OTTO Watcbmaker.Jeweler,
and
13 dealer in Fancy Gouda; Corner of Market

A good farm

consisting of 250 acres, 170
acres improved land with fruit ot all kind*
and Eighth Street.
on (he premise*. The land is located
\X7YKUUY3BN, H., dealer In Watchea, Clocks. about 4 mile* northwestof (hi* cily. Will
Jewelry and Spectacles, oor. Ninth and be sold on easy terma. Inquire nt the
Cedar streets, Holland Mich.
24-1 V.
News Office, or of Janie* Corn ford, al

Yv

....BashkiU ....
4 no 11 23

A

p.

to

m.

p.

m. p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

From Holland
p.

a. ra.

From Allegan to Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich., onTnesdayEvening
Holland.
of each week
a.m. p. tn.
VisUing brothers arecordially Invited.
2 00
11 05
Thos. McM aster, N.G.
William Badxqartil, K. S.

m.

8 20

3 23

9 10

8 50

9 35

400

10 15

4 17

10 35

4 4) ........Allegan
p. 01. p.ra.

..

.....

1

D.L.

w.

business

New

Potatoes, 9 bushel ............ .

Aitorneyi.

JJOWARD, M. D„

@
&
&’

Claim Agent, Attorneyand

II. Beach.)

.

Buckwheat, » bushel
..........
Bran, £ 100 fee ................r..
Vf CBRIDK, * CARROLL, Attorneya'ttLaw, Barley, V 100 B> ............
ivl Leppig’s Block, Grand Rapids,Michigan. Clover seed, V 1b ..................
Business In Kent, Ottawa and . Allegan Counties Corn Meal 9 100 l>s ...............
Corn, shelled 9 bushel ............
will be promptly attendedto. .
9-ly

NQUryPublic;iUYerBLrQeL

,

,

OonalnioaXuohast.

B

H.

Commission Merchant, and

27-3tn

next

dealer in Grain, Floor and Prodnce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Offlct In Brick
•tore cor Eighth * Fiah streeta,Holland, Mich. 17
'.

ster""'
#••••••••

njB w

Prof* aid Msfllolati.

rtORSBURQ.
D

J. O, Dealer In Drags and Medleinee, Palute and Oils, Brashes,. Ac.

Ihten

Phy

*

nn«n ...... • ••••••a
hvh*-efl,^bushel.,
Wheat, whited bushel..,
Red Fultz
.

•

•••

morning.

l

Wide Awake Druggini.

0 (ill 7 of the

Mr.

Clo»ed'* to apply to the

Mwtisfmwts.

sumption.The only

take the liberty to italicize a clause

in the last section, which

shows

and the ways

a

for

shrewd

of saloonistsin particular.

certain cure

known

Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Hoarse-

Asthma, Hay Fever, Bronchitis, or
any affection of the Throat and Lungs.
Sold on a positive guarantee. Trial Bottles

free. Regular size $1.00.

A

struction in the primary schools of the

CoMnAgnUotorj Mlic,

se-

ness,

in gener-

of the law of 1881 relating to public in-

For making contractsor further in-

Clik &

is always alive to

his business and spares no pains to

II. Preventive.— In the session of

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

Walsh

In

al

STEGENGA,

fleber

cities and incorporatedvillage*, cure the best of every article iu his line.
saloons Ac. may remain open till 10 p. m. He ha* secured the agency for the celebrated Dr. Kings’ New Discovery for Conby specialordinance. (§5 )

Woodsmen.

"

1883.

o'clock of the following morning, and «>n

Farmers and

......

EACH, W.

our

workers, in real unions,

Holland, Sept. 24,

1883 the following was passed, amendatory

Flour,9brl...' .....................
Fine Corn Meat 9 100 Iba .........
Feed, 9 ton ..
..............
9 too t> .....................
Bay, 9 ton....:........ ..........8 00

humanity or glorifies God.
itai.

be-

T. Rombyn Beck,

election days, legal holidays and until 7

We

A. P.

Ut

carrying on with zeal real victories.”

ATTENTION

ft «
8t
©

much

either bene-

"Ail saloons, restraurants,bars in
taverns” Ac. to be closed on Sunday,

formation apply In Fixter’s Stave Factorj’.
ED. VER 8CHURE, Bupt.
or to G. Van Putten A Sons’ store.

drain. Feed. Etc.
(Correctedevery Friday by W.

them which

fits

acquaintancewith human nature

3t]

The

danger is in running to showy and public

aim be tor

. Q&
(&

.

ganizslion is broadeningat the base.

such sale. (§2.)

viz:

.

and out of

child, guardian or employer shall forbid”

©ur parbrts.

:

in

present need of our or-

hind and below

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

G.

“The

sod oratory of reform, without

We will buy all the Slave niiil Heading
—Leaven Grand Rapids at
Bolt* you can make aud deliver the year
l:lh. p. m.; leave Holland at 2:00; Grand Ju
round,
. x
lion, 2:55; Bangor, 8;10; Bt. Joseph 4:00: N
Oak Slave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Buffalo. 4:55; arrives in Chicago 7 80 Leavks Cm
Produce, Etc.
caqo, 3 40 p. m.; New Buffalo, 7:25; St. Joseph
White Ash Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
8:10; Bangor, 9:00; Grand Junction, 9:10; Hoi- (Correctedevery FriJay by E. J. Harrington.)
Elm Sla-ve Bolts, 83 inches long.
land, 10:00; and arriyee in Grand Rapids at 10:45. Apples, J) bnebel.
........ $ 50
1 00
Black Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
Beans, V bushel....... ......
1 25
Black Ash Heading Bolts 38 inches long.
Butter, fllb ............. ...........
;fl
Basswood Heading Bolls, 88 inches long.
Eggs, p dozen ......................
16
$twctotij.
Honey, fMh, ........ . ............
18
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
Onions, V bushel* .................... d
-VI
THE FAST TRAIN

the Stale:

"back door as \ceU as the front door."

Boyd.&c'v. ......

t Runs daily,all other train! daily except Sunday. All trains run by Detroit time.

temperance man and woman

toxicated or whose husband, wife, parent,

1 15

• Mixed trains,

should be sounded in (be ears ot every

Prohibitssale to "minors, intoxicated coDYacations,which deal in the theory

i.AROR and very line stock of Gents

2Uuj

30

F. & A. M.
ARauuLABOommunication of Unitt Lodoe,
10 15 12 40
No. 191.F.& A.M..willbeheld at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening,Oct.
950 12 00 10,at?)’clock, sharp.
a.m. p.m.
O. Bkeyman,W. M.
10 30

10 50

I. 0. cf 0- F.
33-2
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. Independent orde.
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meeting! at Odo

in her opening

persons, any person in habit of getting in-

Underwear at

5 10 18 25 ... Muskegon... 1 50 12 25 49 15
ra.

’83

,

address at the late convention at Adrian,

each week day night from

Holland, Mich., Aug. 7,

7 10 4 3) 11 53 ...Ferrysburg... 2 25 •1 02 8 50

u. p.m. p.

the Mich. W. U. T. U

gists. (§1.)

it)6 plllCG

7 00 4 25 11 45 ..GrandHaven.. 2 35 1 07 9 00

740

sale of

The law of 1881, now in force, provides
Win. Vorsl. the Tailor, ha* removed hit
in Hubsinnceas follows:
hasiues* to No. 13 River street,formerly
and Surgeon; occupied by Z*hn the barnei* maker. I
Bond in not less than $3,000 to he given
Allegan county,
will
make
new
clothe*
to
order,
repair
old
by
every liquor sellsr,other than drugp.
80-l.v.
r.

Fkritptpkir.

636 10

to regulate the

intoxicating liquors.

famous galaxy.— People who degood books will be

light in beautiful and

astonished when they see, if they have not
Chap. 8515 of -No. 164 sess. laws of already seen, the announcementsof the
1881 is amended ns follows: "The District "Caxlon Illustrated” and other editions of
Board shall specify the studies to be pur- standard authors, issued this season. The
sued in the schools of the District:Pro- typography,and all mechanical qualities
vided almys. That prnvisiorfshall be made of priming and binding are simply superb,
for instructing all pupils In every school and the prices a veritable marvel, to the
In physiology and hygiene, with special old time book-buyer. The list Includes
reference to the effects of alcoholicdrinks, the work$, complete,of Dickens, 15 volstimulantsand narcoticsgenerallyupon umes, reduced in price from $22.50 to $9
the human system, and shall prescribe the net; Thackeray’s, from $16.50 to $6.75;
text books to l>e used,” &c, &c.
Chap. 12. §4, is amended thus: "The
board of school examiners shall grant certificates no teachers in such form as the $6 50; J. Fenimore Cooper’s,from $32 to
superintendentof public instructionshall $12.50; Bulwer’s, from $31.25 to $8.50;
prescribe,” * * “but no certificate shall Wm. Black’s from $15 to $4; De Quio______ to
___any person
_____ who
__
__________
be granted
shall not cey's, from $18 to $$.50. The publisher
pasra satisfactory examination In orlhog* sends them to any one for examination
rapby, reading, writing,grammar, geog- before requiring any payment, on reasonraphy, arithmetic, theory and art of teach- able evidence of good faith, and will send
ing, United States history and civil govern a 100-page catalogueof these aud other
mont, and after September first,1884, in works free upon application.John B. Aiphysiologyand hygiene, with particular de:], Publisher,18 Vesey St., New York.

state.

#

_

reference to the effects of alcoholic drink,
stimulants and narcoticsupon the human

If your hair is turning Tgray, don’t use
the poisonous dyes which burn out its life
system.”
Hspecial atientiongiven to collecting
The passage of this bill was largely due and produce many diseases of the acalp.
claims. All business entrusted to
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ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Louisville. Gena William Preston and tnissionerswere at issue with hiin. The
Commissionersfind considerable difficulty
T. L. Crittenden delivered addresses.
in framing rules to govern promotionsfrom
The long drought in New England
A negro in Sumter county, S. C., grade to grade, and are said to be far from
was
broken last week by rains that extend- 4 Glance Into the Bine Book in Which
assaulted a white girl. Settle Dixon, 12 agreed among themselves as to the extent
to
which
competitive
examinations
should
ed
all over that jpgion. The prevalence of
years of age. A sister of the victim, In tryAre Printed the Nuns of Govgovern appointments.
dry weather has been almost unparalleled,
GENERAL.
ernment Employes.
and grass, foliage and growing crops hav?
took the negro, tied nun to a tree, sr
George Ticknob Curtis, in behalf been parched, and in many instances do*
stroyed, while the soil has been dried to the
then heat him to 'jelly and left him. ,
of the relatives and executors of President conditionof an ash-heap....Seldenbaoh,
The Georgia Legislaturehas de- James Buchanan, brands as a vile slander Schwab A Ca, New York clothiers, have The Ohio Man Still Holding His Own in
libeiately refused to pay the bills connected the floating statement that the dead states- made an assignmentLiabilities between
the Vftrion# Departments.
with the funeral of Gov. Stephens, and the man ever sustained intimate relations to $8')0,00jand$409. UKt
Mrs Thomas, who recentlydied in the
William Sims, Secretary of the Kancitizens of Atlanta will be called upon to
,

SHB EAST.
Rev. James Keelo, of Newark, N
I, went to vWt his mother in Brooklyn reimburse the
While there he quarreled with his wife and
stabbed her in the throat with a butcherknife He Inflicted a similar wound upon
himiwif and leaped to the ground from a
fourth-storywindow. Both were fatally in-

Near bnreveport, La, the boiler of a boat upon which
were workmen constructing the Red River
railroadbridge exploded, killing and drowning five pemons, and wounding five others,
one fatally.... A loss of half a million
dollars was entailed by the burning of
theOxmoor iron furnaces at Birmingham,
undertaker

[Washington Telegram

almshouse at Philadelphia.

____

F. B.

York Anti-Monopoly League, was

.

.

.

.

OQOt Several firemen were overcome by the
smoke, necessitatingtheir removal to the
hospital.... An assignmenthas been made

by Abraham A Edward

Wallack,, fancygoods dealersof New York, who gave preferences for |12i;0U0....During a firemens
parade at Paterson, N. £, & A & Adams
«diir and cotton mill burned, creating a loss
of 145,00a

before

the Senate committee on Education and
Labor. In the opinion of the witness the

use of steam and electricity had revolutionized labor and commerce within a few years,
and had much to do with the present unsatisfactory relations of labor and capital
Corporations had grown to tremendous protortionB, and had conferred benefits on
mmanity as a whole, but the attending
registered letters and money-ordersfor a evils haa likewise made their appearance,
lottery-dealerwho has been debarred the and proper regulation had come to be a
necessity. There were numerous monopolies,
mails. The Postmasterat New Orleans is such as those in land, currenov, transportainstructed to redeem no orders payable to tion, tariff, combination
trade,
the bank mentioned and deliverit no registaxation,
had a
tered letters until evidence is obtained that bearing
the problem under disthe defiant scheme has been abadoned.... cussion. Intemperanceand ignorance were
Secretary Folger has called in #15,000,000 also vital factors. The carrying trade on
more of the 8-per-cent Government bonds, land could be centered in a few hands, but
interest to cease Dec. 1 next.... Mr. Hill, on sea competition would prevent undue
Supervising Architect of the Treasury, has exactions by the carriem Legislationwas
tendered his resignationto Secretary Folgen enacted in the interest of corporations,

A constructiontrain on the West
road, carrying 150 laborers, collided

wlth a hand car near Syracuse,N. Y. , causing
a fearful wreck, by which three men were
instantlykilled and about twgity wounded.

and

in
and all

on

Another bond call, says a Washing- am) offendersin this directioncould only be
ton dispatch, may be made before the reached with great difficulty.If the State
constructed railroadsand directed

A boiler in the Sligo lUi Works at #15,000,000 call just issued matures, which
Pittsburgh exploded,shatteringthe structure will be Dec. 1 next Tim nearest estimate
and setting fire to a block of building oppo- that can be made fixes the further amount
of bonds to be redeemed during the fiscal
site and to the Lake Erie Railway car shops.
In the debris were found eleven employes, year at #45,000,00a This would make the
three of whom were dead and eight Ixidly total amount of the debt retiredduring that
wounded, four fatally. Four children re- period neariy #10,000.000. as #4*1000,000 have
.
siding in a house across the street w'ere also already been called in since July 80 last.
seriouslyinjured. • The shock of the explo- Contractorsnow at work making 2-cent
sion jvas felt throughout the city, many letter-stamps cannot keep up with the
buildings being shaken and windows demands made upon them by the Govern.

ment

.

to

ChicagoTimes.]

sas State Board of Agriculture, makes an

New

Thurber, leader of the

jured. The unfortunateman was insane from illness,haying sufferedfor Ala
three months with malarial fever.
WASHINGTON.
The five-story building,587 and 589 BroadThe
Postmaster-General
chargee that
way, New York, occupied by many firms,
burned, involving a loss estimated at #82.V the New Orleans National Bank is receiving

Shore

••”.•

OFFICIAL pap.

fila

ijfolfetld

'•••'
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other public works it would not have watered stock!, discriminated against persons
and places, corrupted electionsand legislatures, and debauched the courts. Witness
asserted that in the last Congress there
were 264 lawyers, the majority of whom
were retained by corporations,or were directiv or indirectly influenced by others in
legislation in the interest of corporations.

Explorer Nordenskjoldhas penetrated into Greenland for a distance of 860

There is a work publishedbienniallyby
estimate of the corn yield of the State, the Government of the United Btatea which
based on returns from 860 correspondents. contains little else than names, and there if
ten times more effort made by people to get
their names into this book than there is to
vear. This yield, if realized, will place get their names into the book of life- It is
Kansas nearly at the head of the com-grow-

the United Statu OfficialSegUter, commonly
States for 1888.... An appraisal of the
estate of the late Senator Matt Carpenter, called the “blue book.” A few years ago
filed .in the Probate Court at Milwaukee, one moderate-sized
volume answered the
ing

shows property on hand of the value of

purpose. In 1879 the work reached the dimensionsof two thin volumes; the edition
Officials of the PostofficeDepartof 1881 consistsof two volumes, each conment say that Postmaster General Gresham
taining nearly 000 pagea The index alone
will in his forthcomingreport take stronger
fills 880 pages, tho names being ar#192,000,

•

grounds in favor of the adoption of the postal-telegraphsystem than any of his predece»s^r& Mr. Gresham will also urge the establishment of a postal savings-bankaystern similar to that now in operation in
England, which has been found to work
very successfully.

ranged in four columns on a page.
One of these two volumes is devoted
exclusively to the postal service, though
the employes of the department in Washington are provided for in the other volume.

S. W. Tallmadge, of Milwaukee, The

register contains the name of every
person employed by the Government,his
whose reports are alleged to be held in re- or her birth-place, residence, when appute, esti mates the wheat crop of the pointed and salary. There are over 100,000
United States for 1881 at a little over 400,- names in the two volumes but this does not
009,090 bushels— being 164,900,000bushels mean, as is commonly and incorrectlysaid
that the civil service contains 16), 009 offices.
short, as compared with last year, and
The register contains the names of all mail
50,090,000 bushels less than the average of
contractors and of all army and navy offithe past five years.
cers, and of all mechanics and laborers emA meeting of Democrats was held in ployed under the army enginers,and other
persons who cannot be called officersor
Cooper Union, New York city, in the interclerks. But it is a mighty army of the serest of harmony among the county factions.
vants of a great nation.
David Dudley Field presided, Charles A
The laA register,though dated July 1,
Dana and Joseph Pulitzer were among the 1881, did not appear until a year and a half
Vice Presidents, Congressman Potter .pre- ago. It takes time to get up such a catasented the resolutions, and Dorsheimer logue. The next register will be dated July
made the speech of the evening.
1, 1888. and the appointment clerks in vaNegotiatipnb between the Vatican rious departmentsare now making up their
lists of officers and employes connected
and France have reached a satisfactorycon- with the service at that date or on July 15. In
clusion. The French Government has re- some of the departmentsthe officialcensus
stored the suppressed stipends to the Catho- was token os a matter of covenience on the
last day before tbe Civil-Servicelaw went
lic clergy and given formal assurances of
into effect In preparation for this general
most pacific intentionstoward the Hcly See. United States register, a new regisThe Vatican has authorizedthe Catholio ter for the Interior Department has
Bishops who were expelled from Prussia to
just been prepared. It shows 3,091
open negotiationswita the Prus-ian Governpersons on the Department rolls, not
ment for their return to their pastorates. .
ntclndlng Indian pence, as the unabridged
The London Timm thinks France can have register does, but on the other hand not
Annara, with the right of commercialsettlelimited to the employes here in Washment in Tonquin; further than this France ington. Just about one-fifth of the
cannot go without war with China. The
whole number are women— 62L There
Timm seems to think that such a solutionof
are 721 men who served in the army or the
the questionis still far from satisfying navy, and there are 294 colored persons, for
France. ... .A great crowd attended a Millcomplexion is shown in this Departmental
town-Malbay(Ireland) proclaimedmeeting,
register, though it was not Indicated in the
and were dispersed by the police, the peogeneral one It is true that the majorple on retiring groaning the Queen last
of the colored people employed in the
and shouting “God Save Ireland.”.... ity
department are watchmen, janitors, mesHcnrv M. Stanley writes to the British sengers, packers, laborers,and charwomen,
Association for the Advancement of Scienoe
but seventy-one are clerks and copyistswith
urging that Great Britain proclaim a prosalariesranging from #720 to $i,b0J. The
tectorateover the Congo district in Africa
latter sum is received by two men, one a
A le.ter from Lhbon is to the effect that the
PrincipalExaminer in the Pension Office and
Engll'h Commissioner has been charged the other a Chief of Divisionin the Land
with the duty containedin Stanley’ssug- Office. Four are clerks at #1,46), twentygestion.... The widow of Informer Carey
two are clerks at #1,200, twenty-five are
arrived at Plymouth, England, last week,
clerks at $1,190, fourteenare copyists at
closely guarded by detectives.t
.

smashed. . .Urged only by word of mouth,
POLITICAL.
kilometres, and* reached an altitude of
Jay-Eye-See trotteda mile on Mystic Park,
The Republican New Jersey State. 7,600 feet aty>ve the sea He finds the counBoston, in 2:11%— the best time ever made
on the track.
Convention, at Trenton, was presided over, try simply an Ice desert, with no open
The Buffalo papers, following the temporarily by William Walter Philps, and water. On the northwestern coast he found
very low temperature, but on the eastern
example of those of New York, are reducing permanently by Senator John Taylor.
shore the weather is comparativelymodertheir prices The Morning Erprtu inaugu- Judge Jonathan Dixon was made the party ate.... The Canadian Pacific Company
construct
miles
rated the cut Single copies are now sold standard bearer for Governor on the first expects
at 3 centa, Instead of 5 cents, as heretofore ballot The platform indorses President of road this yean Grading is near....Fire at New lork destroyed Robert Arthur’s policy, approves a fairlv-adjusted ly , finished to the summit of the Rocky
Ellis’ p Inning-mill,and lumber, .valued at tariff, opposes convict labor and State taxes mountains, and trains will run to that point
#40,009, belongingto a L Schuyler A Co. of a direct nature, and holds that corpora- by Oct 15i The completed track Is 1,992
tions should pay an equitable share ef the miles in length; 25,100 men are employed,
Ellis' loss is #15, Ota
State’sexpenses, and be prevented from and #100,009 per day is paid out in wages
R. G. Dun & Co ’s MercantileAgency, making further encroachments on popular
....CadetJohn V. Hamilton has been disreports the number of failures throughout rights. It also demands protective legisla- missed from West Point for unbecoming
tion in the interests of the fisheries, and
A
the United States and Canada during the
congratulates the people on the success of
week ending Sept 22 as 11-8, compared with. civil-service reform.
The yellow fever is spreadingat a
178 the previous week. The report says:
The New York Republican State terrible rate along the Mexican coast A re“Notwithstanding the fact that transactions,
as interpreted by the bank exchanges, Convention was called to order at Richfield cent dispatch from San Francisco says:
show a large decline as compared with Springs by John F. Smyth. Senator Lap- “Capt Caverly, of the steamship Colema,
last year, all symptoms regarding
who touched off Manzatlan on his way up
trade point to a prosperouscondition ham presided. Among the delegates who from Panama, confirmsthe report of the
Speculation certainly Is leas rampant failed to appear were ‘George William bnrial of the dead by a band of hiaed Intnan % year ago, but legitimate trade
Curtis. Whiselaw Reid, Thomas G Platt, dians, who, he says, roamed from house to
most as large in volume and certainlymore and Gen. Sharpe. Senator Lapham was house, gathering corpses as a garbaffe-man
satisfactory,both as to condition, stocks called ti/the chair, and made a few remarks would make his rounds This resulted in
held and profits realiied. The large ab- which evoked hearty cheers. A platform many persons being buried alive In one
sorption Ok goods at the chief jobbing cen- was adopted, eulogizing President Arthur case a man, taken np for dead, was carted
ters indicates a healthy tone in the retail and calling for a moderate protective away and buried In less than half an hour.
trade In dry goods there has been a great tariff and the • taxationof corpora- »It was rumored that a noise was heard in
deal of activity of a very healthy character, tions. The following ticket was placed in the box as it was being carted off. A friend
and, as in groceries, iron and other trading nomination: Secretary of State, Gea Joseph hearing this, went to the cemetery, disinstaples, there is In the main a satlsfaciory R Carr; Comptroller, Ira Davenport, State terred the remains,and found the body
#69, and fourteen are copyists at #7-0.
T, Pliny
condition.”
Treasurer,
Plin J. sexton; state engineer turned over from the agony of suffocatioa
While a large proportion of the women are
reyor. Silas Seymour; Attorney Gen- ....The comet recently observed by Prot
Surve;
Bathing in Salt Lake.
copyists at #6)0, quite a number are clerks
Bernard Gallagher was last spring and
__ , _jsfle
W. Russell . .The Maryland Brooks will be visible in this country before
eraL,
Le
witn salariesrunning up to #1,400, and at
In the water of Salt Lake a bather least one Illinois lady gets #1, t'00.
notorious as one of the informersin the dy- Democratsmet in convention at Baltimore
Christmas.£t is the comet of 18121
can lie on the surface of the water withnamite expedition which ended in the En- and nominated Robert McLane for GoverThe following table shows the States from
FOREIGN.
nor, G D. Roberts for Attorney General,
out any exertion whatever, or by pass- which 3,091 officersand employes of the
glish prisons. He escaped the sad fate of
The royal family of Denmark and
and J. Frank Turner for Comptroller The
Department were appointed:
his fellowsand returned to Brooklynwhere
platform declares that the Inauguration the Czar of Russia lunched with Mr. Glad- ing a towel under his knees and hold- Maine ................ fi-iMassachussetts....
he has just been sentenced to six months in
90
ing
the
two
ends
he
can
remain
in
any
of Hayes and Wheeler was brought- stone on his yacht off Copenhagea The
Vermont ............ 40 Connecticut. ....... 65
an inebriate’s asylum. . .A villainousplot to
about by fraud, and says the methods used
depth of water kneeling,with the head Rhode Island ........ 20 New Jersey ........ 70
blow up the Haytian man-of-war Dessaline,
by Garfield and Arthur were, “if possible, poet Tennyson read selections from his and shoulders out of water, or by shift- New York. ........... 331 Delaware. .......... 0
by means of an infernal machine, manufact........ 248 Virginia ............ 132
ured by George Holgate,the celebrated more discreditablethan those adopted by works after the repast, after which Mr ing it under the sole of the feet he can Pennsylvania
Maryland ..... ...... 100 North Carolina.....35
maker of dynamite machines, was frustrated their fellows in 1876. ” It denouncesthe Re- Gladstone set sail for England.... Col Clib- sit on the water. The one exertion, in W est Virginia ....... 3<|Georgla ............39
publican party as having made public lands born, of the Salvation army, has been exIn Philadelphia,by the vessel sailing under
39 Florida. ............15
the spoil of favored corporations, and as polled from Geneva, Switzerland, and Miss fact, is to keep one’s balance; none South Carolina.
American colors.
Alabama ..........3t Louisiana ..........29
having “squandered the money of the coun- Boo
»oth is in prison atNeufchatel for violating whatever is required to keep afloat.
..
32 Texas ..............
18
MissiKsippi
THE WEST.
try in maintaining a horde of Idle, profligate the order prohibitingsalvationmeetings.
.
The only danger, therefore, arises from Arkansas' ............lS|Kentucky ..........36
Henry Yillard has informed the and incapable place-men;”declares equa James McDermott,recentlyarrestedat choking
........... 62 Ohio ................184
by accidentally swallowing Tennessee
protection is not given to the industries of Liverpool
arrival upon
Brooklyn,
verpool upon Lhis
-------r ------Missouri ....... .;.... 13 Michigan ........... 110
people of Astoriathat the cost of a railroad the country, ana that under the adminisIndiana ....... ;
. 140 Wisconsin .......... 64
_j being an Irish conspirator,has been dis- some of the water, for the strength of
track from that city to Portland is too great tration of the party now in power charged for lack of evidence.....Kavanagh
Illinois ............... l45|Iowa................ W7
the brine is so intense that the muscles
Minnesota...........43 Nebraska ..........26
to be undertaken by the Oregon Transcon- the merchant marine of the United and several other Irish informersIn the
been broken up.”.... Phoenix Park trials were not allowed to land of the throat are convulsed, and stran- Kansas............... 69 Nevada.. .......... 7
tinental Company.... A telegram from the States
Oregon ............. ,13
Sopthweststates that little Charley McCo- Col Charles R. Codman was chosen to pre- at Melbourne, bnt have been shipped back gulationensues. All the same, Lhave Colorado .............43 Washington. ...... 5
California............41
mas, whose parents were murdered some side over the MassachusettsRepublican to Europe.....Holtz, a murderer, was guil- myself dived several times into Salt Dakota.; ............ H Idaho ..............4
time ago by Apaches in Arizona, has been Convention, at Boston, and in taking the lotined in the horse-market at Rhelms, Lake, and have survived. — Phil Eobin- New Mexico .........6 Wyoming .......... 3
recovered, ‘and that the boy was in good chair said there was no room in that Com- France, in the presence of 5,000 persons.
Montana. ............ 2 Utah ...............2
monwealth for a cheap and vulgar dictator- John Payne-Colller,philologistand a noted son, in Harper's.
health.
Arizona .............. 2 Diet, of Columbia. . 465
ship, but there was a necessity for a Gov- commentator on Shaksneare, died in LonIndian Territory ..... 2
Anthony & Kuhn, a large brewing ernor of decent manners and seemly don at a great age..,. Direct taxes in Cuba
.3,091
No pleasure is comparable to the New Hampshire ..... 35 Total.
behavior.
On*the
first
ballot
for
Governor
firm of St Louis, are financially embarhave been increased 50 per cent by the standing upon the vantage ground of
There is not a very serious disproportion
Hon. George D. Robinson received 99» votes Spanish Government
in the distributionof clerkships and otiier
• rassed, owing, it is said, between #850,000
truth— Francis Bacon.
and Charles Francis Adams, Jn, 117. Mr.
places among the States where the Repuband $400,000.
The
chief
organ
of
the
Russian
NihilAdams at once caused the nomination
lican party is strong. New York and Ohio
The annual report of the * Northern of Mr. Robinson to be made unanimous. ists, which seems to favor Jew-baiting, says
seem to have a little in excess of their
THE
MARKET.
The
remaining
State
officers
were
renomPacific Railroad Company for 1883, shows
that in the recent riots at Ekaterinoslav the
quotas, but the excess is not great llUbois
inated. Mr. Dawes presentedthe platform
does not get quite its share. Colorado and
gross earnings amounting to #7,855,459, on
military killed 200 of the populace....A
NEW
YORK.
which was unanimouslyadopted, and which,
Indiana have a littlemore than belongs to
1 4.60 @ 6.40
increase of #2, 425, 153; expenses,including after indorsingArthur s administration,fa- principal portion of the colossal statue of Beeves ...........................
them, but the personal equationmust be
rentals and taxes, #5.386, 1^9, on Increase of voring civil-service reforra,a currency based Gen. Robert E Lee, designed for the city Hooh ..........................6.30 @ 5.70
FLPUR^Supcrtlne ............... 8.85 @ 4.30
expected, And tne head of the department
#1,764,089; net earnings, #2,518,530,an in- on specie and a higher standard of temper- of New Orleans, was cast at London last
Wheat— No. 1 White ............ 1.09 <«) 1.09)4 is from one of these States, while the
week.
crease of #601,061
ance legislation,arraignsand denounces
No. 2 Red ............... 1.12?4@1.13
head of the largest bureau in tbe depart.62)4
Corn— No. 2 ......... ............. .62
At San Francisco, the meeting of the administrationof Gov. Butler.... Gen. Blumenthal,commander of Oats—
ment is from the other. What will at once
.35
No. 2 ...................... .34
The Dakota ConstitutionalConvention, the Fourth German army corps, was crestrikothe reader as surprising is the numrailmay magnates bos resulted in a pool of
12.00
(rt 12.25
Pork—
Mess
......................
which met at Sioux Falls, ban adjourned,
ber of appointments from Maryland, Vir.08)4
all the Southern roads west of the Missouri leaving the final arrangementof the consti- ated a Count at the close of the maneuvers Laud .............................
ginia and the District of Columbia, especCHICAGO.
river. The Northern Pacific is understood tution in the bands of ihe Committee of Ar- at Merseburg. The Emperor said he had Beeves— Good to Fancy Steers.. 6.00 @ 6.30
ially the latter* There is a natural explanato stand out at present, although that cor- rangements and Phraseology.Very strin- probably reviewedthis corps for the last
Common to Fair. ...... 4.35 @ 4.95
tion for this. In tho first place, a
poration is expected to come in when the gent safeguardswill be mode against the time.... The tenants of Lord Sligo, near
Medium to Fair ........ 6.00 @ 5.55
large number of the employes are
Westport,
Ireland,
seized
his
guns
and
premonopolies
of
banking
and
railroads.
The
4.75
@
6.45
TToob
terms suit.... At the Alhambra Theater, In
janitors, watchmen, scrubbers,packers,
6.50
&
5.60
vented
him
from
shooting
over
his
estate.
convention
defeated
an
amendment
to
the
Flour—
Fancy
White
Winter
Ex.
St Louis, recently, a traveling salesman
laborers, messengers, etc. The jobs
4.76 @5.00
Good
to
Choice
Spr’g
Ex.
article
on
corporations,
assessing
railroa'is
named Richard Whallen, fired a shot at an
Avenger O’Donnell is reported to
are naturallygiven to people near by, that
.93@
.93)4
actressnamed Carrie Hart, and then blew upon their gross earnings.The question
is, to residentsof the District and the ad.101 ® .101)4
No.
2
Red
Winter
......
be
disgusted
at
the
apathy
of
the
Irish
peoout his brains. He had been drinking to ex- ot salaries to be allowed State officers was
joining part of Marylandand Virgin '.a PeoCorn—
No. 2 ...................... .50M@ .5014
cess.... Lord Coleridge. Chief Justice of decided as follows: The Governor, #2,009; ple in his case, and has remarked that £20,- Oats— No. 2. ..................... .27
.27)4
ple do not come to Washingtonfrom remote
England, arrived in Chicago by special the Treasurer, Auditor and Attorney Gen- 000 could be collected in a week to save the Rye— No. 2 ...................... .55 @ .65)4 parts of the country to get menial employeral,
#1,000
each;
tho
Secretary
and
Supertrain. A banquet was given in his honor by
man who committed the most popular mur- Barley— No. 2 ................... .69)4@ -60
ment The other considerationis, that the
Hon. E E Wasbbnrne, and on the following intendentof Public Instruction, #1,510. der of the dav. A solicitorretained by Butter— Choice Creamery ...... .25 & .27
solidly DemocraticSouthern States do not
The
Legislature
will
fix
other
salaries.
A
night the bar and tho commercialcommunifriends of the accused was refused admitget their quotas, and tbe shares that would
10.70 ©lOJW
provision
provision
was
adopted
aaopteu
to
10
submit
suunm.
to
w
apopuu
jwputy entertainedthe distinguishedguest
tance to his cell, the Governorof the prison
go to them on an equitable arrangementgo
.05J4@
.06
lar vote any prohibitory measures upon the
to the neighborhoodof the capital;os the
MILWAUKEE.
The Indians will probably resist the petition of 5,000 legal voters,and upon a insisting that the American Consul must be
communicated with in regard to the defensa
South has no political reasons to urge for
.93 @ .93)4
orders issued by Commission, r Price, re- majority vote it shall b ome a part of the
. .The Paddock handicap sweepstakes at
office, the places are disposed of for perCorn No. 2 ....... .............. .50 @ .51
State
constitution.
quiring tne discontinuanceof dancing
Manchester were won by Passaic,formerlj Oats-No. 2. ..... y ............... .27 @ .27)4 sonal reasons to people wnom Congressmen
.54 @ .55
A mass convention of colored voters owned by Lorillard, but now the property
get acquainted with here. • Beside all tills,
among the tribes and that Indians having
~ .63)4® .63
there is. of course, an advantage in being
two wives stall at once give up one of them of Ohio was held at Columbus,Sept 26 The of Lord Rossmore.
10.50 @10.75
on or near the ground when vacancies 00
The wisdom of the orders Is doubted, and
A
cable
dispatch
chronicles
the
terms
.07
%@
.08
Lard ......... ..................
Democrat* took control at the outset but
our. It might be said still further, that
the Indian Agents say that any attempt to
ST. LOUIS.
of China’s ultimatum as submitted to
____________
nearly everybodyin the Districtcame here
enforce them will lead to bloodshed.
.... the Republicans reorganized the affair after
Wheat-No,
3 Red ............... 1.00%@ L01K
ted in
Twenty divorces were granted
in Chicago I recess Then a ^pllt took place. One con- Franca China will sign a convention which Comt-Mixed ...................... 46 & .46)4 from some one of the States, so that apday. vention refused to- tend delegates to the shall blind France to a recognition of Chi- OATS-No.2....................... 25 @ .25)4 pointments from the Districtare scarcely
By Judges Gardner and Moran in one
01
more than appointmentsat large
The former made tho best score, a decree Louisvilleconvocation; the other appointed nese suzeraintyover Tonquin and Annam's Rye ................................
.58
The Postoffice Department has not pubPoM-Mess ......................
1U7)4311.50
a full set
every nine minutes.
vassalageto China, France to entirely Titan
..............................
07)4® .07% lished a register, but Mr. Hodgea. AppointTHE SOUTH.
The New York World's Washington evacuate Tonquin and China to admit a
CINCINNATI
mentClerkThas
furnished the number of em
iClerk. nasfi
The Foi^ boys, who slew Jesse correspondenttelegraphs:“President Ar- nominal French protectorate pverAnnam Wheat— No. 3 Red ............... L04 @1.05 ployes of th
e Department
the
Departmeni in this city from
so
long as it shall remain strictlv Corn ..............................52 & .52)4
____
each State
and Territory. The table is as
James, were hissed and hooted in a variety thur, according to a high Republican aunominal Even the sacred French Oats ...............................29)4@ .30
theater at Louisville, and they declare they thority’ here, has entered into a political Ministers
• .M @ .56)4 follows:
not prepared for RYE. ..............................
Arkansas ...........
SlConnectlcut ......... #
combinationwith Robert T. Lincoln, Secre- a demand so sweeping,and pointed out Pork— Meaa ......................11.60 @11.75
will never again go to Kentucky.
Titan ..............................07)4® .08
tary of War. Mr. Arthur believes ne has
The citizens,militia, and Confederate ! himself a fairly good chance to be the to the Marquis Tseng the extraordinary
TOLEDO.
character of the proposition. But the unGeorgia ....... ...... 4 Iowa ............... j. 12
veteransof Winchester, > a, turned out en . Kopubiican nominee next year, but if fortunate Marquis could only refer them to Wheatv-No.3 Red ............... 1.03 @1.04
OORH
... .........4^. ....... *~t ~~
55
Indiana. ........... . 26[KentMky^,,,,^^3
masse to escort the New England Union ! he cannot be nom.natcd he desires to the peremptory character of his instrucKansas. .............. 9|Maine. ............... 9
soldiers to the Court House, where they were
shall be.
regards tions, the Pekin authoritieshaving Instantly
...... oetMt. "" •” 8 •1,!‘
Louisiana. ........... 7|Msurchusetts....... 15
his most dan- rejectedformer arrangements which the Flour ............................4.00 @8.75
banqueted. The Federal* were visiting the Senator Logon
Maryland ............ 44 Minnesota...-........2
gerous opponent, and has united with Lin- Marquis had agreed upon in the belief that Wheat-No. 1 White ............ i.06)4@L07X Michigan ............ HiMissouri ............. 6
battlefields of the Shenandoah Valley.
cold on that a. count”.. . .After an acrimonMississippi .......... 4;Nevada. ............. 2
were highly favorable to the Corn-No. 2 ................... .53«@ .54
During divine service at Rogers, ious debate, the Massachusetts Prohibition- they
Mixed ...................... 29 & .29)4 Nebraska ............ 3iNew Jersey .......... 19
Flowerv Kingdom. Strange to say, it Oats—
Pork-Mcss
......................
13.00
@13.50
New Hampshire ..... 5 North Carolina ...... 5
Ark., E C. Roberts shot and fatally wounded ists. in convention at Boston, refused to is said ‘that Ferry, Grew and Waddington
INDIANAPOLIS.
New York. ...........66jOregon ......... ..... 1
Dr. Elliott, one of tho proprietors of the indorse the Republican nominee, and named are willing to eat the Celestial leek, Wheat-No. 3 Red ............... 1.01 @1.01)4 Ohio.,.. ............. 24lfthode Island ........ 1
Charles Almy, of New Bedford,for Gov- it being recommended as the proper medi- Corn— No. 2 ....................... 47 @ .48
Pennsylvania. ....... 49jTeimessee ...........24
Cross-Hollow distillery. Dr.
ernor.
— --cine by Lord GranviBe. .. .Russia is making OATS-Mixed...................... 27 @ .27)4 Booth Carolina ...... 8 Vermont ............ 8
first opened tire on Mr. Roberts,
extensive
military
preparations
along
the
EAST
LIBERTY,
PA6 West Virginia ....... 10
Secretary Teller maintains that
his moustache, and Mr. Robcrsts
Cattle— Best .................... 6.00
.......... .. 1
!
the result as stated.... A the lowest grade in his department to which Austrian and German frontier. . .At the
Fair ...... ............. 4.75
strict of Columbia.110
Colonial exhibition at The Hague United
cted by the (State of KenCommon ............... 4.00
of President Taylor the Civil Service law applies is that of #1,200 States exhibitorsobtained fifty-sevenof the Hops ..... ...........
6.10
clerkships. In this the Civil-ServiceCom- 2,558 awards.
BHfcKP .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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while rertnae for the Government la provided,
American produce rs are Justly protected. American labor elevated,and home markets are
securedto uoiue
securea
borne prouucts,
product*, for
i
the advantage

THE POUTICAL FIELD.
Republican Convention, in

New York

.ilk.

I

We

•

'

.

PARLOR WEDDINGS*

PATENTS.

of^u^.nd
ubo?r.
favor the removal of all unjust burdens Commissioner Marble’s Report for the

The

[From the Evening Wisconsin.]
parlor carpet, stair carpet

......

.

"

"

•

' "

MICHIGAN AFFA1B&

Their Management by People Who Make
No Pretension# to FashionableDisplay.

upon American shipping,and the swarding of

and( Maasachuaetts.

r7-

The “soap men”

are in Sanllao county.

A French paper is one of the

and

many Bay

City probabilitie*

Year Ended June 30.
ocean mall contracts to the lowest bidder among
the Owners of American vessels after open competition.
We favor the establishmentbv Conpress of a
National Bnrean of Labor Statistics, with the ob- The Business of the Office— Recommen, ject of promoting the Industrial,socialand sandations to Congress.
itary conditions of the people.
] we favor the surrounding of primary meetings, as well as popular elections, with the se*
j curity of honesty and parity, as indispensable
[Washington Dispatch.]
requisites to correct politicalaction.
The Commissioner of Patents baa subThe tendency to create monopolies requires
checking by adequate legis’atlon. Unjust dls- mitted his report for the fiscal year, ended

Iront hall should be covered with white
The St Ignatiansare going in for amateur
muslin, laid as nicely as possible. This
theatricals this winter.
State Conrentlen of the Maryland Depreliminarythe bride should rather inThe buckwheat crop In Michigan has been
sist upon, for it gives a bridal air to
mocracy.
the entire surrounding, and is very lit- damaged by the frost
tle trouble. - It improves matters imNeal O'Hkarn, of Howell, has contracted
The CandidatesNominated and the Hatmensely if the carpets are a little shab- to build a $80,000 hotel at Ludinjrton.
forms Adopted.
by, and the muslin is just as good as
The cuouinber crop in Oakland county is
new for all sorts of use afterward; be- very poor this year, and so are the doctor*
N
side this use of white covers distinMaryland Democrats.
| criminationIn transportationshould be proThough there are upwards of eighty
and violation of charteredprivileges June 80, 18S8, It shows the following facta: guishes a wedding from an ordinary
The Democrats of Maryland, in conven- juhibited;
APPLICATIONS.
‘titles the intervention of the State to correct
villagesentitled under the law of last winter
party. The room should be charmingly
tion at Baltimore,nominated Robert R. the evils thus engendered. axation should be ForpatenU ......... ...................
iresh and pretty, with baskets or bowls to prohibit the sole of liquor within their
equalized
and
Its
burdens
be
borne
proporFor
design
patenU
.................
L03*
UoLane for Governor, and adopted the fol
tionately by real and personalproperty;and For reissue patenU .....
.....
2*7 of flowers nere and there, and the bride bounds, none have formally decided to do
lowing: platform of principles:
the policy of taxation of corporationsis ap- For registration of trade marka ........
and groom should decide beforehand so.
.....
The Democratic party of Maryland, In State proved on the test of 1U practical operation. For reglatratlon of labels ......
The
free-canal
policy
of
this
State
has
In
just where they will stand, usually the
Robert Heminowat, known to the reading
Convention assembled,resolves as follows: The
Totgl.
..........
MiT3*
election for executive officersof the State, to bo practice Jnsthied it* adoption, by restoring
space between the front windows, or in pnbllo as the Coldwater “fire-bug,” was discanals
to
their
usefulness,
by
bringing
to
the
Total
......
#•••••..«•••<•
held In
State increased commerce, by assuring to it a CaveataJOed............................
front of the high mantel, is chosen, if charged from the State'sprison nt Jackson.
Im
PATENTS AND TRADE-MAXESISSUED.
and control of the Legislature of the State until continuanoeof commercial supremacy.
^he house is an old-fashioned one. If He was sentenced Got 20, 1882, to a term of
1886, and will exert a decisive Influenceupon We approve the plan of party reorganization Patenu granted. Including reissues and
designs... .........................
Sl|188 the Episcopal service is used, two has- nine yelors, but Gov. Begole commuted hia
the
of me
the dhii«
State at the
Preaidential election In --the city of New York
^mmendthat
It
ie vote ox
mo x-icmucuu**
-----r—
r ,, ,
be persisted in, to the end that it shall embrace Trade-marks registered.... ............ Wl socks, covered with white muslin, are
sentence to one year, and he also gained
red...
The declaration of the election of Hayes and all Republicansin the cKy on equal terms aud Labels regia terec
placed for the happy pair to kneel somethingon his “good time. ”
?« •
_ At.. ai
anfl I fnntlnir
upon. The company should be assemTotal .................................
CadillacXetet: The best catch of the seaPatent* withheld for non-paymentof
bled in the parlor a little while before
final fees ........................
2,036
son must be awarded to Mr* Geerge CamPatent* expired ........................
2.471 the hour set for the ceremony, the mineron, who hqs of late become quite skillful
RECEIPTS AND EXPENSES.
ister standing near the place to be ocReceipts from all sources ............... $1,095,884
with the hook. A few day* ago while trollISCUllSl'lBItAUMaava aaa««vaiivj wv
Expenditures (not including printing). 677,621 cupied by the bridal couple. When the ing In the lake ahe captured a pickerel that
the OoTernment are demonstrated in
!T7..„..rr.. 818.266 Lour arrivee, the groomsman and
5 National Republicanparty of the country minister
-•-«-*—**u Surplus .................
has, during its tenure of power, made public the conduct of the late Legislature, where two- Increase In receipts over 1881 ..........806,989 bridesmaid precede the bride and weighed a square twelve pounds, and measla^dst^ spoil'ofuvored
Increase over 1882 ....................... 166,020
flavored co^ratlons
coroo rations. ft
It ha* thirds of the Democratic majoritywas false to
ured a trifleover three feet
The number of applications awaitingac- groom down the staircase, then loiter a
squandcrcdthe money of the country by main- its pledges and to public interests.The rwkpartisanship
and
Insatiate
greed
tor
orace
The residence of ex-Mayor Alexander
tion on the part of the office Jqly 1 was 4,090, moment at the door of the parlor until
tainlng a horde of idle,
raining
Idle, profligate an^
-----Incapable
.
placemen. It has not: during it* tenure of of the Democratic party brought It into public an Increase of 89 per cent, over 18&. The the bride and groom are just behind Lewis, In Detroit, was entered by porchcontempt.
It*
special
legislation
to make places
power In Its tariff legislation,given that Jnst
Commissionersays the businessof the office
and equal protectionto the Industries of the for partisans, and It* increase of the is steadily and rapidly increasing in each of them, then they enter, leading the way climbers between 8 and 9 o'clock at nighty
country which it ought to have afforded, but salaried list to reward favorites, brought the divisionsof tne office. The success of for the brido, and take their maces just who secured jewelry amounting to $l,5(.a
has, on the contrary, made the masses of the upon It public execration. The utter dispeople pay from their earningsenormous boun- regard of important public Interest* and It* in- the patent system, the Commissionersays,!* upon the left of the place where she is The property was taken from rooms on the
ties to favored monopolies. It has broken up crease of Bute taxation are offenses not to be due largely to its liberality to inventors and
|fco stand. This brings the two girls in
second floor, which were ransacked The
the commerce of the United Btates in vessels condoned.The course pursued In Us cowardly the securityand protection it affords them.
the center, with the men on the out- Intruders were not heard by members of
attempt
to evade the responsibilityof affirmative
It was not Intended that revenue to the Govcarrying the national flag. It has permittedthe
question, and to
unworthy men who planned and executed the action on the contract-labor
ernment sflould be obtained by charges made ride, and the tableau is a pretty one. the family, who were down stairs at the
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frauds pen etrated in the Presidentialelections shirk the issue presentedIn the platformof the
of 1M8 and i860 to deal with the patronageof l last Democratio Bute Convention,has earned
the Governmentand with the public money in I the distrust of the taxpayer and the contempt
the treisnry aaif these great trusts were spoils I of the workingmen.It Is the duty of the people
to rescue ttoe Legislature from the control of an
of an enemy's camp.
The Democratio Conservativeparty of this IncompetentMid faithlessparty, and from being the sport of place-hantersand spoilsmen,
, State will enter into the SUte and national
.campaigns of this and onsuing years with Its i and to secure a continuanceof an economical,
of the
whole heart, restingIt* opinions on national efficientand satisfactory administration
politics a* heretoforenpbn the express words SUte departments,by the election of the ticket
of the tenth amendment to the constitution of for SUte officers this day placed In nomination.
the United States, adopted In 1795: “The powers not delegated to the United States by the
NOTES.
constitution, nor prohibited by It to the States,
are reserved to the States respectively or to the
people." It will demand that national taxation,
Minnie Smith, after having been confined
in all its forms, shall be limited to such amounts
a quarter of a century on Blackwell’sisland.
as are necessary for the economicaladministraYork, leaped from an upper tier of
tion of Government, for the payment of interest upon the public debt, and for the redemp- cells to the floor, and ended her wretched
tion in each year of a fixed aud reasonablepro- life.
portion of that debt; It will demand such reA mother only 18 years old, living in Rose,
vision and amendment of the Federal laws re- Wayne county, N. Yi, recently gave birth to

for vesting in the Inventor the right and title
for a limited time to the exclusive use of hla

The

party, of course, face the

company,

time, and the robbery

was

discovered after

and the family of the bride and groom they bad gone. A window over the side
invention.But not only have the fee* retake ' their places on either side, porch was found open. The burglars overceived on applicationsnl%i been sufficient
so as to at once offer their looked two gold
to pay all the ekpenses or the office, but a
\
large surplus— nearly $2,500,000— now stand congratulations.
the close of
Monster
petitions
are
being
circulated
in
to the credit of the office in the Treasury.
the ceremony the minister takes
Greater liberalitymight, perhaps, be exBranch county for the pardon of Hathaway
the bride’s hand, calls her first by her
tended to the inventor by reducing the fee
and Peck, now aetvlng sentences of one year
new name, and, if the moral sense of
to be paid before a patent oan issue, and
with beneficialresults. Certainly a more the company will permit, ho kisses her. and three years and four months reequitable rate of fees oould be adopted Then he congratulatesthe groom. This spectively in State priaon for complicity in
GENERAL
than Is now provided by graduating the fee
is the moment selected by the self- the incendiary fires of two years ago, the
to the character and nature of the invention
success of Hemingway's friends In having
The fees now required in some cases are ex- possessed man to pay his fee. He has
cessiveand in others exceedingly small In provided himself with a $5 gold piece, hia sentence of nine years out down to one
New
this way, rather than by an indiscriminate at least, probably an eagle, and possibly year.'ao that now he la in the city a free
reduction in the fees now charged, as is
man, has aroused this last effort, and publlo
urged by some, Justice would be secured, a $20 piece. It is nicely wrapped in
opinion
now seems to be in favor of aaweeptissue paper in his vest pocket, and he
and the office still be self-supporting.
ing
pardon
Attention
is
called
to
the
fact
that
a
large
clasps
it
into
the
parson’s
palm,
saying
lating to the shipping and carying of ocean
a female child weighing seven pounds. At
number of Examiners and AssistantExam- softly to him that nothing can fully refreights as will restore our merchant marine
J. W. Foots was engaged in pulling stumpa
last report* mother and child were doing iners havs resigned during the last yean
to ita former prosperity.
pay
the
service
he
has
rendered
him.
well
on
the form of Slocum Bean, In the townThe Commissioner assigns as the principal
MassachumittsRepublicans.
In a recent sermon^ at Baltimore, Bishop reason for these resignationsthe insum ci- ,Or, he can intrust the delivery of the ship of Thetford On extractinga pine
advanced the doctrine
that Catholic enoy of the salariesallowed, and says the fee to the groomsman, w.ho should atThe Reoublicans of the Bay State met in Ryan
__________
' ‘ have not the piower to forgive sins office feels the loss of such experienced men tend to it the moment the parson has stump, four feet in diameter, from mother
convention at Boston, nominated George D. priests
earth, he found the bottom portion of aglaas
_
_
.
. unless the sinner feels sorrow for what he more than any other bureau. He adds:
Robinson, a Chicopee lawyer and Harvard
“The same reason, substantially,which re- congratulatedthe happy pair ; but the bottle whioh laid exactly underneath the
has done.
graduate, for Governor on the first ballot,
Duke and DucheM of Teck have gone quires an Increase in the force of the offices groom had better attend to it himself. .spot where the tap root of the stump had
and unanimouslyadopted the following res- iive economicallyin Germany, leaving in order that the work may be promptly The groom’s parents are entitled to penetratedthe ground This of itself was
and efficiently done, exist for urging proper
their apartments in Kensington Palace at
offer the first congratulations among
very singular,but Mr. Foote was greatly
salaries for securing the most efficient men
th<’ for doing this class of work.” The report the relatives,because they of course
surprised on examining the glass to find
for Bute ‘officers the Republican party does not Marquis or liOrne.
recommends that Congress confer upon the welcome the bride as their new daugh- painted on the bottom two miniature figure#
deem it necessaryto this year-offerany formal One of the stylish wraps this winter Is
Commissioner authorityto institutepro- ter. Then the other friends come up
statement of 1U political principles. Those going to be the Russian circular, fitting
—that of a man and a woman.
principles have been often declared. In nation- cjoge
back, reaching to the feet, and ceedings to determine the question of the and say civil things. Presents may be
public use or sale of an invention The at. At hla home in Tecumseh occurred the
al affairs we believe in equal rights and a fairly- hanging loose in front it will be princitention of Congress is again called to the sent any time after the wedding invita----- vote;
--------Highly pi
-------- | pall° m*ade 0f silk, and bound with fur.
counted
a thoroughly
pure
and ----reformed
death
of Peter K Adams, pne of the oldest
civil service,beyond the reach of party confllets;
necessityfor amending the statutes relating tions are out, and they ought to be sent
Great satisfactionhas been given to the to the issue of foreign patents, either by always before the day of the wedding, and moht prominentcitizens of the county.
a sound currency, based on an honest specie
dollar: a liberal but In no wise extravagantor friendsof woman's advancement by the angrantingthe patent for a definiteterm,
He was born in Tioga, P*. Feb. ll; 1806, and
wastefulexpenditure;a largely-reduced
___ in
______________________
nouncement that
the recent examinations where the invention has first been patented though this is a rule very frequently
became a resident of Tecumseh In 1880,
tlon, and wise and well-matured laws to pro- of women students at Cambridge,England,
in a foreign country or countries without violated. The bride writes a pretty
where he practiced law. In 1842 he waa
I “ve have obtained honor, and two degree.
little
note
to
each
giver,
expressing
her
any conditionssubsequent, or by granting
it for the full term ot seventeen years from
Rev. John Bueleb, a colored Bap
thanks and her pleasure at remem- compelledby failinghealth to change hla
dorse the administrationof PresidentArthur os
preacher of Wyandotte, ' Kan., suddenly the date of the earliest foreign patent.
wise, conservative and patriotic.
brance. Verbal thanks do not count as avooation to that of a farmer. In 180U he
As regards State affairs, we believe in widely- stopped in his sermon and placed his face
acknowledgment of bridal gifts. The began the publicationof the Parson Talley
rienused education, even a higher standard of on the open Bible. After some minute* had
tein|>erancelegislation,pure and extended suf
collation should be laid in the dining- Brcord. He leaves large property. In 1860
WHO
WILL
BE
SPEAKER?
elapsed, a deacon went to the pulpit and
frage. equal taxation, intelligent recognition of
found
him
dead.
room, and small tables may be placed he was elected a member of the Michigan
the right* of labor as well as capital, and we
The best snake story of the day comes
woald take no stop backward in regard to those
about th e-room. Some members of the ConstitutionalConvention.He was the old.
philanthropic, charitable, and educational in- from an oat-field near Danville,III A man What the Leading CandidatesClaim
wide’s family should see to it that the est member of the county bar; aud his legal
stitutionsIn the constant development of which with a reaper cut the head from a rattlefor
Themselves.
old
people among the guests are com- associatesmet to pay a tribute to hla memour beloved Commonwealthhas been ever fore- snake. After diligent search t\
two other
most. All these things we have many times asas- -.-a.i-. wprfi fonnd. and while ftne battle
ortably seated and served before the ory.
serted,
Some of Them Evidently Making general company enter the dining-room. Thirk was a rather singular real-estate
1”
wcreJ
The chairs which the bridal party are trans&ctlobin Adrian, according to the
theBtateandnation, as proof that w* have not h
Wild Calculations.
to occupy are prettily dwignatid by
assorted in vain. We stand ready tp assert them tw0 BOyB named Dennis Shea and George
Beeord. A had agreed to purchase prop,
white ribbons.”
now and to maim ain them
Marshall engaged in a scuttleat Holyoke,
erty of B., and a third party, as a friend of
While we do not bclievein that political
. Marshall was thrown to the [Washington Telegram to Chicago Daily News.]
Being a Boy.
the two,, procured an abstract The delatanry which makes a business of sham
frSSJjr
w. The There Is a prospect that the canvass for
Indiscriminatelytreating great moral and ground, dying _______
almost instantly,
octora say that
his death was caused^bjr the various offices in the House will begin
One of thq best things in the world scriptionand transfersmade a voluminons
humanitarian
questions,
public offices,and I do
IlUiumuiuaiaeau \|uvoi
ai/reoy §•%*•***%*
— —
r**
to
be, says Charles Dudley Warner, is document, which came to $ia •• The parties
earlier this year than usual All of the
while one ventricle
v&cie.lnc?
ol
a
boy.
He was one himself once, and met and drew writing* The deed was
leading candidates Intend to be here by Oct
see method* of political empty.
. _ere before, introduced
he ought to know.,, He says that it re- made, and the third party then insisted on
15.
A
gentleman
Who
is
watching
the
canThe inhabitants of Rugby, Tefim, seem to
Municipal Governments.
pay for the abstract before he would deUnless checked here and Uw.-theremethod* have acquired the American power of in- vasa of the three leading candidates for quires no experience, though it needs
liver It The seller of the property desome
pi
actice
to
l>e
a
good
one.
The
el
y
nring
the
politics
of
Mansaehnretts
vention.•
One
of
them
says
that
he
was
out
will surely nring the politics
Speaker regards Randall as the leader. He
to a level which
elsewhere
and | in a thunder-storm,wheeling brush in a
widen we have seen
......
— -------disadvantage of the position is that it clared he would not pay for the abstract,
have not been slow to vigorously denounce. wheelbarrow, when there suddenly de- will have the twelve voles from his own
does not last long enough. It is soon and the buyer declared it waa not his place
This year, therefore, the work of reform for us > geenaea
n non um
scended a nau
ball oi
of xxre.
fire. When
his ummcu
dazzled State, the New England vote, except that of
over. Just as you get used to being a to pay for it Finallythe purchaser assured
begins at home. The issue Is well understood. could gee there was nothing left of Collins, from Massachusetts, who is for Cox.
We propoeeto Wrt ou£ to w far as we may, the t£e wheelbarrow or its load but a twisted nine from New York, four or five from Ohio; boy, you have * to . be something else, the mutual third party that he would be
record of the most discreditable year in tne w
all of West Virginia,three from Virginia:
history of the State. It 1* time, not for
T ,
, the wbte of Delaware;the majority of with a good deal more work to do, and responsiblefor the payment for tho abstract,
words, but for derisiveaction. We present. About eight months ago John Gouton, of Illinois; Wisconsin and Michigan; one each not half so much fun. And yet ^ every but declared to the man he waa purchasing
therefore, our candidates as men simply Everson, Pa, while drinkingwater from a
from Nevada and Arkansas;three from boy is anxious to be a man, and is very of that he would be “even" with him yet.
pledged, if elected,to carry the administration Hprjng West Overton, swallowed a small
of affairs back to those better days when our ifygrfy very often came up in his.raouth Missouri; two from Tennssee, three or four uneasy with the restrictionsthat are The purchaser laid down $600, and the
from Texas, three from Louisiana,all but
»>d g.v« him much teouble. He concluded
put upon as a
/
seller delivered the deed, when the purchasbut. if the State were traduced by others, were I ^
a remedy to induce the unwelcome two of Alabama,four from Georgia, three
There
are
so
many
bright
spots
in er coolly picked up both deed and money,
from South Carolina and North Carolina
occupant of his stomach to come forth. He
each and three from New Jersey.
the life of a farm boy thtrfc I sometimes and placing the whole in bis pockety calmly
fasted for twenty-fourhours, after whioh
Is! Behold hcri Judge for yourselves."
Carlisle claims the nine from Kentucky,
he ate a handful of salt and laid down eleven from Missouri, five from Arkansas, think I should like to live the life over remarked to the other: “Now, then, when
New York Republicans.
beside a pall of water. The lizard came up
again. I should almost be willing to you pay for this abstract you oan have your
five from Michigan, twelve from New York,
The New York Republican State Conven- into his mouth. John closed his teeth on it, one from Massachusetts, two from Virginia, be a girl if it were not for the chores.
money.'1 There was a rather sensational
grasped it with his hand and threw it to the
the majority in the Ohio and Illinois delega- There is a great comfort to a bov in the
tion disposed of its work at Richfield Springs
ground. It was four or five Inches in length. tions, six from Wisconsin,one from Io\fa,
adjournment,and matters were not settied
amount of work he can get rid of doing.
rapidly aud smoothly,repominatingGen.
Jim Haokb was sitting in an easy position, all of IiAUiriftpaexcept one. all of Texas exwhen the parties disappeared from the
Can for Secretary of State; Ira Davenport with bis feet on the mantel-piece, in his cept two, all of Mlssisrirt)!, three of Ala- It is sometime i astonishing how slow
view of the
for Comptroller; Pliny T. Sexton for Treas- house In Heppner,reading the advertise- bama, one of Georgia and a part of North fie con go
errand. Perhaps he
urer; Silas Seymour for Engineer, and L. W. ments in the Gazette. He was having lota and South Carolina
Conductor J. McMillan, of the Flint and
couldn’t explain himself why when he
Russell for Attorney General The follow- of fan at this, and expected to continne
Cox claims twenty-one from New York, is sent to the neighbors after yeast, he Pere Marquetteroad, came aororn a young
ing platform was adopted without dissent: enjoying himself for at least ten minutes, five from Michigan,six from Ohio, four
The Republicansof New York, in State Con- when suddenly bis old tom-cat came in and from Indiana, one from Missouri,two from stops to stone the frogs. He is not ex- man on his train near Wayne. Said young
vention, hold that the record of the Republican
sprang up oa nis lap. Jim told him to lay California, one from Massachusettsand a actly cruel, but he wants to see if he man oould not or would not talk, and unparty in the past affordsthe beet guaranty of
down and keep quiet, but Mr. Catwould not large scatteringvote throughout the South. can hit ’em. It is a oorious fact about derstood nothing fold to him. He, however,
the party'spurposes and acts in the future.
The preservation of the national life, the keep- do it, and insisted on springing around, Carlisle claims to have over ninety votes boys that two will be a great deal pointed to the word 'medical” In a newspa.
pledged. Cox believes he has sixty-eight,
ing of the national .faith, the promotion of the running toward the door, and trying to
per, and McMIUau and Detective Wood supnational credit,the payment of the public debt, btfk. FinallyJim told him to lead on, and
while Randall is oonfidentPbf over seventy. slower in doing anything than one.
the redaction of taxation,the protectionof and where he lead he would follow. Tom As there aw only 191 votes, it will be aeen Boys have a great power of helping posed that the man was a mute and wanted
home industries, the elevationof labor, the took him around the house to a closet The that some of the candidates are misled, as each other do nothing.
to go to the institution at Flint He hod
purification of the rivtl servloe-and,in fine, door was dosed and had a rock rolled up
they all claim large strength in New York
But say what you will about the gen- bat 3 cents in ready cash about him, but
administrative policy based upon wise legisla* became lx cited and ana duplicate each other in enumerating
tion, that has given unexampled prosperityto
eral usefulnessof boys, a farm without DetectivevWoods paid his fare and brought
their individual strength. Randall is now
the country and promoted the happine-* — **•
m airing much the closer canvass, and, as he a boy would very soon come to grief. him to Flint, and, In company with T. Y.
progress of the people—are the achlev ___
has the money Interests of his party back of He is alwfiys in demand. In the first Rogers, of Flushing, took measures to have
that commend the Republican pirty to conhad corralled and then barricaded the door. him, is drawing to his standard the doubtful
tinued popular
place, he is to do all the errands,go to him taken to the InstituteThe men in
We rejoice in the wisdom and sneoess of Pres- Hie snake wai soon killed. Fifteen rattler voters who are anxious for one thing, and
tbo store, tho postpffice,and to carry charge of the ^aforesaid yonng man teleident Arthur'sadministrationof the affairsof and five buttons The rock had hair on it,
that is to go with toe winning man.
the Government, which commands universal re- showing where the cat had shouldered it—
all sorts of messages. He would like
There are three candidates for the Clerk
phoned to the Instlluto In' regard to the
spect throughoutthe country,and has the con- Heppner (Ga.) Gazette.
ship of the House. These are John B. Ciark to have as many legs as a wheel has
fidence and support of the Republicans of the
case, and a carriage was sent, bat before it
of Missouri,John D. C. Atkins of Tennessee,
spokes, and rotate about in the same arrived every means possible was taken to
SUte of New
. _
and
Edward
L
Martin
of
Delaware.
All
aw
Oof Senators and Representatives in Gongreea
ex-member* Stilson Hutchins Is sometimes wav. This he sometimes tries to do, find out what the chap wanted, Pina were
PERSONS AND THINGS.
have onr thanks for their part in the reduction
of Internal taxation to the extent of $40,000,000.
mentioned as a candidate,but he Is making and people who have seen him “turn- stuck into him, bat he oould not be made
While the national credit is kept unsullied, the
Ellen M. Gifford, of Boston, has given no canvas* The contest will be between ing cart wheels” along the side of the to understanda single thing, and the conpublic debt is bring steadily reduced, and the
#20.000 for a summer home for dogs, cats Clark and Atkins, with the odds in favor of
road have supposed he was amusing clusion was universal that be waa an imbedefendersof national life -iTS-jnstly the reciplfilar k. The latter when in Congress was a
and
— 1
—
enta of a grateful .republic'sbounty.
bitter opponent of Sam Randall He Is not himself and idling his time. He was
cile of the worst kind. Just before the carWe approve honesty and fidelity in the GovEx-Empress Eugenie is building a #540,ernment expendituree, the reduction of thein- 000 church at Flomborough,England,in opposing Randall now. carefully avoiding only trying to invent a new mode of riage to take him to the asylum arrived
any complication with the Speakership can
locomotion,so that he could economize
terest on the public debt, and the payment of
memory of her son.
the tramp, for such le waa. spoke up and
the debt as rapidly as may be without unduly
dioatex
his legs, and do his errands with greater
Tbs stately but uncomfortablefashion of
There ore three candidates for the office
burdening the people, the bringing of taxation
said he wanted to go to Saginaw, where hla
dispatch. Leap frog is one of his methwlthjn the lowest practicablelimits,the redac- powdering tne hair has broken out in New of Sergeant-at-Arm*Ohio furnishes two,
brother waa dead. He had played Us game
tion of the force of pablio officials to the lowest York fashionable circle*
ex-CongressmanLeedom and John
ods of getting over the ground quickly.
as far as It would work. The idea of going
number consistent with the requirementsot the
Bishop Gmion, of the Roman Catholio Thompson, the old Sergeant-at-Arm* The He was s natural genius for combining
service,and the adoption of every practicable
to the asylum did not Impress him favoradiocese
of
Ohio,
has
began
an
agitation
in
means that will diminish the burdens of tax*
pleasure with business.— C/iriarian at
.
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A phenomenal woman

recently died at
Perth, aged 70 year* The doctors who made

a port-mortem examination of the body
Pr°“ found that ahe was .not only without the

laws under which. spleen, but had never had any.

The

third candidatela Gen. Co it, of Connecticut,a gallant soldier during the war,

comparatively unknown.

__

Work.

_

Scarcely

bly, so he gave himself away, and waa start.

ed at a lively gait by Foot A Walker’s line to
a day passes that strangers Saginaw, or to play upon some other ptr-

do not place flowers on the grave of

Abraham

Lincoln.

‘

’’

m

WILLIAM

Ijll U

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

Saiurday, September

I will hereafterhold myself in readiness to do laundry work, of all kinds, at
my residence, on Market street, opposite

29, ’83.

DANGERS FROM IMPURE WATER.
Too much

Holland, Sept. 20,

reliance is placed on the

M. WENTZEL.
1888.

mining the characterjofdrinking water. It
trated that water
less,

and

colorless,

break of
Y.,

is

water

rnmr

to

yet be full of dan-

use it.

a

chemical analysis sometimes will

DAILY TRIPS BETWEEN
HOLLAND AND SAUOATUCK,

fail to

_

specific poison if the water is infected

leave Holland at 8.80 o'clock p. m. sharp.

and Milwaukee. The steamer will

for Chicago

FRED

with dischargesof an infectious nature.
It is therefore urged that the source of the

from

It is

only

knowledgeof

In the

fect cleanliness that safety is

The

IS

the

OALL

Holland, Mich., July

is

ONLY SOLD IN POUND PACKAGES.

well, the

Always Full Weight!

uim

no

the

os

mm

with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral

if

life’ ml fats’

-Dealer in-

Guardian's Sale.

which we

EDWARD SJiWYEH.

Guardian of said minors.

Lather, after Four Hundred Years.” With

made in 1548. Richard
Grant White’s “Old New York and its
Houses” is one of the most interesting
among the illustrated articles. William

DIAMONDS,

is

for

is

en

German

The largestassortment of

Farmers.

also keep On baud a large ascortmeat of

mak-

Tooke, Mils

Edna

Charlotte Fiske Bates,

A. Jackson and others. “Topics of the

and

the

lack of Earnestness in American

Politics,”and "ProfessorJevons on Edu-

cation." “Tame Butterflies,’’by E.
Brightwen;“Two Southern Novelists,’’
by T. B. Dorsey; “A Recent Decision on

Come and examine our atock. N

Courtenay De Kalb; and “The John
Brown Raid," by 8. Brown, are among
the “Open Letter*. "
draroli Items with the Services for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.
Steffens, Pastor. Services at 0:80 a. m.,
and 2 p. in. Snnday School 8 :80. Weekly
prayer meeting with the Third Reformed
xCburch. on Thursday, at 7:80. and Bible

Exposition on Wednesday 7:80 p. ra.
Subjects: Morning, “The Leaven of the
Pharisees and Sadducees." . Afiernoon,
- “Open thy month wide, and I will fill it."

Hope Reformed Chutch— Services at
10:80 a. m and 7:30 p.m. Preaching by
,

the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones.
Subjects: Morntne, “The Christian life,
% blessing.” Evening, “The heavenly
multitude.” Congregationalsinging led
by the choir. All are welcome/

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 0:30,8. m„
and 2 p.
Sunday School at 8:45.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
tabjocta: Mproing, “The power of secret
prayet.” Afternoon, “The Holy Spirit,

m.

the author of faith."
First Church. Uev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Suu® day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,
"In the
u
.....larg^and
_0 ____ furnished
_____ sd upper
room
at Jerusalem.”Afiernoon, "The great preMoativet of the gentiles in the New Testa..

days.” Evening, prayer meeting at

tiland Christian Ref. Church— Rev.
~ ator. Services at 9:30
)

p.

m.
I

and Examine.

AUo

keep* on hand a line of

Drain Notice.

111 Ml
A.N3D

Open and Top

Townehlpof Jamestown. Count v of Ottawa, will,
on Saturday, the Mb day of Sept^hT, A. D.

at a

point

81

A chains south of the corner "bf Sec-

i

Apple Barrels

wuc^

FOR SALE!

a

w

I
10
1 have
miv c a large quantity
tjuaiifcivj of
V S!nthrenLNNurthft'^deaTers.
8takei,No 91 and M. duncewest
norlh *4 degree*,
— — ww. _________
- egtee*
9 chains
to stakes No. 96 and 50; Jhtnot
apple barrels tor sale at rea-west
------------north 55 degreeswest*
weat* chain* to atake No.99;

valley of

drjr

Mom*.

;,'r

-.Vv/

White Goods,

A

fall

.

and complete line of

CROCKERY
Every person

an elegant

Call and see it.

Powder

is

My Baking

40 cts. per pound

only.
Goods delivered free of charge.
B.
Holland, June

REST

DE VRIES,

--

Maine.

NEW FIRM!

14,

WYNHOFF

1883.

*“78 E. HUh St., NeW York, May 16. 1882.
Messrs. J. C. Ayer ft Co., Gentlemen :
Last winter I was troubledwith a moat
uncomfortable itching humor affecting
more especially my limbs, which itohed ao
Intolerably at night, and burned so Intensely, that I could scarcely bear any clothing
over them. I was also a sufferer from a
severe catarrh and catarrhal ooogh; my
appetite was poor, and my system a good
deal run down. Knowing the value of
Ana’s Sarsaparilla,by observationof
many other cases, and from personal
in former years, I began taking II for the
______________
above-nameddisorders. My appetit.
appetite Improved almost from the first dose. After
a short time the fever and itching were
allayed, and all signs of irritation of the
skin dlnppeared.My catarrh and ooagk
were also cored by the some means, aad
esnt stronger, and I attribute these results
to the use of the Sarsaparilla,which
I reoommeud with all confidenceat the
best blood medicine ever devised. I took
It ii small doees three times a day, aad
used, In all, less than two bottles. I ploee
these foots at your service, hoping their

Tbs above Instance

Is

bat one of the

many

the perfect adaptability of Atrr’s Sarsa-

parilla to

the

ewe

of all diseases arising

from impure or impoverishedblood, and a

Call!

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
stimulatesthe action of the stomach find
bowels, and thereby enables the system to
resist and overcome the attacks of all Serctf*lout Diteatet, Eruptionsof the Skin, Rhenmatim, Catarrh,General Debility, and all
disorders resulting from poor or corrupted
blood and a low state of the system.
PREPARED .BY
Dr.

J.ftAyer&Co., Lowell, Mats.

7-ly

W

AYER'S
CATHARTIC
PILLS.
_ itlvo

Medicine

Sold everywhere. Always reliable.

1883. SPRING AND SUMMKK. 1863.

CLOAKS a FANCY GOODS,
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Dress and Trimming Silk, Satin V elNeckwear, Laces, Veiling,
Ornaments, Gossamer Circulars, Dolmans,

-

Butter, Eggs, etc., etc.

weakened vitality.

Sold by all Druggists; price ft, six bottles

not. hie is sweeping oy, go ana
dare before yon die. something
mighty and eobllme leave behind to conquer time.” 60 aweek In yonr own town. $5 out

w

Dry Goods, Groceries, Etc.,

a

Rev. Father Wilds’
EXPERIENCE.

creek

pms&co.,

Give us

2-

constantly oomlng to our notloe,which prove

thsnce nortWeat. lying along creek 10.5 chain* to
..............
fit free. No risk. Everything
atake No. 108; thence weat along * line 5 chains
to atake* No. 109 and 80; thence MUlhwest lying new. Capita! not required. We ’will furaiah you
everything.Many are making fortune*.Ladles
along creek 10 chains to stake 116, 280 feet south 0
make aa much aa men, and boya and glria make
Seventh St., west of Ed. Harrington’s northeast corner of weat M of ao
aouthweat
-------- 14 of
---- tlpn 28; thence aouth 71 degrees, weat along creek great pay. Reader, If you want business at which
barn.
15 chaloa to stake No. Ill: thence west lying you can make great pay all the time, write for
Holland, Mich., Sept. 19th, 1883.
along creek 18.65 chalna toatake No. 130 to line particulars to H. HALLETT ft LO., Portland.
33-Sw.
between sections26 and 27. 550 feet aouth of 1*
corner; thence aouth 10 degreea, west 10 J chalna
to stake* No. 186 and 80; thence south 3 degrees,
west 7-5 chain* to stake No. 1«; thence south 22
degree*, weat 6 chain* to atake No 146; thence
south west, lying along
chains tortshe
No. 155 to line between aecilona *7 and 84. 990 leet
weat of the corner of aectlon* 26. 27, 84, and 85;
thence west 7.5 chains to stake* No. 159 and 60;
thence south 25 degrees, we.t29 chains to atake
No. 179; thence south 44 degrees, weat 6 chain* to
stake No. 188. to fc Hue 660 feet north of •outheast
Have just received a new stock of
corner of northwest 14 of section 84; and that I
will then and there proceed to let contracts for
the contractionof the tame by aecilona,as I have
apportioned and divided the aame, and that aoch
contract* will be lotto the person# wbowllUoihe
which they will sell at the lowest prices. work accordingto the spedficaUon#thereof made
by me and now remainingIn my offleeforthe leaai
sum of money, and who will give -- --- ---- ',,w
Flower*, Ribbons,
for the performanceof the same
Highest market prices paid for
vets, Crape, Embroidery,
as ahall be aped Bed In anch conti

able prices.

HcUoa^e

bMw««a

S»Tr

wU.

Vl*

Jackets, Corsets, Bustles, Hoopskirta.

on aald day of letting of contracts, lbs under-

A
of said letlifl
made by me
of kaasfitamade

_____

evening at 7:80.

ckoloe of

Skirts, Hosiery,

CHINA TEA SET!

frees, West 1.5 chalna to aUkea No. SB and TO:
thence Sooth 63 degrees, Weat 8 chain* to stake*
J.
No. 30 and 44; thence aonthSl degree*, West 12
Holland, Mich., April 14, 1883. 20-ly chalna to etakoa No. 88 and 20: thence West lying
along creek, 13 5 chalna to stake No. 48: thence
West 12 chalna toatake 56; thence North 58 degree*, Weat 7.6 chains toetakea No. 60 and 80;
thence North 89 degrees, Weat 3 chain* to stake
No. 6i line between Secpoua 25 and 2,1. 800 feet,
North of M comer; (hence aouth 28 degrees, west
4.5 chains to stake, No. 65; thence south 45 degreea, Weat
along creek 28 chain* to 8outhwc*t
frees,
»»
uni*
-

p.

1883.

cleanses,enriches, and strengthens the blood,

WORKS.
FLIEMAN.

H.

15.

•

1 V

Church— Rev. T.T.
at 10:30 a. m.(
r school at 12 m.

“The

WYNHOFF

B.

purchasing
1888, at the houae of Joaeph Marthadom. in said
Townehlp,at o’clockin the forenoon, meet parties Baking Powder at my store
the purpose of letting conUacte for the cooBuggies, for
•traction and clearing out of jd^ncouuy ndng will stand a chance of winning

BATH PIATFORM SPRING WAGON

son

procured.

w

at the store of

always on band.

•)

r

going on In the stock of

Etc., in endless variety.

O. BREYMAN.
Iollasd, Mich., Jan. 1. 1882. 48-lv

Aod a nice assortment of Buggiesfor Farmera
the License Question," by E. V. Smalley;
and Tradesmen are on the way coming.
“Chief Jostlce Taney in Relation to the
ALSO AGENT FOR
Dred Scott Case,’’ by J. A. Walter and

.

la

Cyclone

Dress Goods, Table Linens,
trouble to show Goode.

Gall

In-

as follows :

represented.

TTT

Preakleney,” “Law and Order Leagues,”

“The

Goods are warranted

to be just as

and will noth* maicnold by aajroa*.

Dale; and in “Bric-a-Brac,” by Richard
Time1* discusses "The Democrats

All the

Better wagon in everyway,

eoatributedby Roger Riordan,L. Frank

to give ns a -call.*'

intend to kei p our market supplied with the

The Rev. Z. P. Wllda, well-known clt?
missionaryin New York, and brother
of the late eminent Judge Wllda, of the
MassachusettsSupreme Court, write#

they are a

is

Having latelyre opened the •‘Cl ly Meat Market"
the First Ward, we kindly invite the citizens

of-—

Dry Goods & Groceries,

J, Fliemao

ing travel picturesquewithout the aid of

pictures. The poetry of the number

line

Y

and can a»<ure our patrons that the Laid purchased of nj. is perfectly pure and of fine quality.
li. J. VAN DU HEN & CO.

Knitting Yarns.

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

“.k

full

SPECTACLES Genuine
*

places ol interest like the Charter house,

CO., Prop

We make

G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 2ft, 1883.

described in Thackeray’s novels, and also

•’Foreigner in Florence," succeed in

VAN DUREN &

stock of—'—

always on hand.

—and a—

J. Stillman’s “Characteristicsof

Meat Market,

best ami choicest moats that can

A fresh|stock of

diamond rings
I

Wm. VAN DER YEERE.

Rea-

at

sonable Prices.

the chance

London,” and the paper of an anonymous

DUREN.

Holland, Mich.. Feb.

describes and Illustrates houses and scenes

ing. W.

J.

ol tins city

of the finestquality; we also have Gents'
Hose of all kinds.

-A

Our popular wagon manufacturer

early school-

Anm

In

la’ iwf,

tits’ anl

Siltm, Phteibe, d Fmcj Gooh

H. Rideing’s interesting jaunt about Lon-

don, “In the Footsteps of Thackeray,”

-Our

~

ever displayed iu this City.

How

11

dispose of at reasonable prices.

will

Jewelrv, Watches,

Edmund

portrait,

City

We

Gold and Silver Watch

21-lv

20,

A large assortmentof

ALL GROCERS

7vv

VAN

G. J.

G

Otto Breyman

religious thought and history by “Martin

ME A CALL.
. B. WYKHUYSEN.
1882.

Holland, Mich.. July

Table Linen.

22Mf

ALWAYS GIVES SATISFACTION.

In the matter of the e*Ute of Victoria Woltcrs,
Octobkb brings the conclndingnumber IsabellaSawjcr, Arthur Sawyer. Vlnnle Sawyer,
and Erneet Sawyer minors. Notice is hereby
of "The Century” year, and of the twenty- given that I shall sell at public auction to the
sixth volume of the magazine. Illustrated highest bidder, on Monday the 12th day of No
vember, 1888, at four o'clock in the afternoonof
articles and critical, biographicalpapers said day. at the houee situated on the west
half of the west half of the southeastquarter ol
give a popular look to the number. The section 29 In Georgetown, Ottawa County, Michportrait of Longfellow which accompanies Igau. pursuant to licenseand authority granted to
me on the 10th day of September. 1883, by the
C. Btedman's admirableessayton probate court for the Countv of Aliejrau.State of
Michigan, all the right, title, and estate of said
* the poet, is thought to be cne of the best
minors in or to that piece of land situate in the
of “The Century” series of frontispieces, County of Ottawa. State of Michigan, and further
described as the undividedone third of the west
la a differentway, and Wi:h popular force, half of the west half of the south east quarterof
29 in town 6 north of range 11 west. Ot
and knowledge, Professor George P. Fish- section
tawa County.Michigan.
Dated, September25. 1883.
er, of Yale, reviews the position held in

Clocks

sold below Uiand*Rapidsprices.

Flannels, and

BOONE.

Hollaitd, July 28th, 1882.

Such nuisances

printed a copy of Lucas Cranch’s

WINTER Watches and

Dress Goods,

it!
H.

a locality?

No trouble to show goods!

^—consisting of—-'--

not cheaper

to repairing.

complete line of

DRY tOODS

I have the newest and best HEARSE in this
city,

as cheap,
about

a

& Sons

GIVE

than any party In this city.

which, being unchanged,

where Thackeray received his

I keep a full line ol Spectacles, which are the
beat in the market.

Eighth.

purposes, which I will furnish

prejudices.Is it any wonder, adds the 1ST
Newt, that pestilential disease attacks such

wood cut

Men

Van

G.

the city.

in

On 3Iarket Street, near

are difficultto abate because of religious

it Is

BEHOLD.

1883.

8,

FALL AND

for ablutionsprescribedby religious be-

gets indescribablyfoul.

E.

Holland. Mich., April

a canal

town. In

etc., etc.

EIGHTH STREET.

46,

7-ly

THE BOSS COFFEE. ta'.ttanl Malle.

mosques are stagnant pools of water used
lief, the water in

1868.

The oldest established Stable

the water supply of

portion of the

NO.

CO.

is

water of which is used to wash dead

crowded

H>.

Jewelry,

TTS.

H. BOOIsTE,

bodies. A drinking fountain adjoins this
s

SEE

A3STD

PETKK 8TEKETKE A

that city. They have tound a large native

well, and the canal

Watches, Clocks,

CALL AND SEE US

Rave opened

Newt, some very unsanitary conditions in

which communicatesa

%

Seeds, etc., etc.

unearthing, accordingto the Sanitary

with

Repairing neatly and promptly

ROUSTED COFFEE

LEVERINGS’

local European volunteerhealth

cemetery,underneath which runs

figures.

Prompt attention given

guaranteed.

cholera has been raging along back,

at bottom

will pay market prices for Butter and
Eggs; also will buy Grain, Potatoes,

TO COFFEE DRINKERS!

all

sell

We

per-

commission in Alexandria, where

Slippers.

done.

possible means of contaminationby. sew-

age.

.5'

BUTTER and EGGS.

MINIER, Master.

1683.

Hollhad, Sept. SO,

complete and we

is

Dally, (Saturdays excepted.) connecting with boats

free

Fine Shoes, Boots, and

i/ui: iV/uCidA-

show a dangerous contamination of the
water, and will always fail to detect the

water supply should be kept

them

Our stock of

Will run

even a

fact that

ulway* find a well aelected "lock of

JENNIE KING

was clear and without taste

or smell. It is also

shippers.

will

Ladles and Ucutlemeus

market prices.

at current

You

FRESH GOODS

THE STEAMER

an example, having been caused by

which

NEW

of the best quality,. and we will sell

be oddrless, taste

The recent outtyphoid fever in Newburg, N.

cer to those

who

may
and

BOOTS & SHOES

As we have just started in. business in
in this chy, we have on hand

>

which hap been repeatedly illus-

and

CROCKERY.

-dealer tn-

your-

-for

GROCERIES,
NOTIONS

MRS.

senses of taste, sight, and smell in deter-

is a fact

DRY GOODS.

the City Hotel.
•

HEBOID’S

E.

~*~dcalers

City Laundry.

WYKHUYSEN

H.

fpetfol fjotirts.

HOLLAND' CITY NEWS.

YowneUp Drain <
itiptf James***.

’

full

Hoe

of lofant’a

Wear.

Infant’s Ruben and Cloaks,

a

specUlty.

'

C. L.

JOTTINGS.
Advertising

-

iir!

Where

is visitingfriends in the

Doesrurg, is home

J. M.

Grand Haven

visiting his

faikir

was

Bear

selling his

be

is to

fast

approachingand

The

it

woman

perpetual gigle of a

is

man.

Grand Haven, is

Miss Lizzie Oggel, of

the Slate

Will Garrod, of Ailegap, was

visiting relatives and friends in this city."

University.

The man who

-/V

does not advertise is the

vertisement, and

postage to two cents, goes into effect next

We

first page.

A load of

wood

kind

SHAWL ^DEPARTMENT.

In this Department customerswill find all the differentNovelties the market can
produce, in Velvet, Beaver, and Woolen Shawls. We have also some elegant (conbar- fined styles) in imported Berlin Velvet Shawls not to be found elsewhere.

in Grand Rapids,

him. Good

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.

a physicianwas
on the streets of

Smith’s’Comic Concert Company and
Swiss Bell Ringers are booked for

now. We

Lyceum

Our stock of Dress Goods this season Is beyond question one of the finest and
largest that can be found in any house in the trade, consisting of every grade, color
and shade, as well as all the hewest Fabrics in the market. We call special attention

to our celebrated
hope some of our delinquentswill bear Hall. This company visitedthis city several years ago and gave good^ satisfaction.
this iu mind.

what-

a Botanic,

of

tributing bis cards

variety.

On next Monday evening Will L

iu payment for sub-

scriptionwould not go bad just

Last Thursday evening
you-call-it,

This Department comprisesall the Latest Styles of Plush, Ottoman Silk, Stockinand Beaver Dolmans, Russian Circulars, Saques, Walking Jackets, Ulsters and
Ulsterettesat prices from f8:00 to $50.00. Children’sand Misses’ Cloaks in great

the corrected time
ing horses or cattle are intited.

CLOAK DEPARTMENT.

ettes

gains can be procured at all limes.

table of the Chicago and West Mich. R’y

on our

when

don’t neglect calling on

will be held in Zeeland

on Friday, October 5th. Everyone kav.
call attention to

FILL&WIHTEIIDRY GOODS!

jj

one whose clerks are always found asleep
A large number of our citizens went and acquaintances.
on the counters, or in the door flirting
to Grand Rapids this week to attend the
with passiog females.
Last
Monday
J.
W.
Bosman,
Jr.,
left
Fair.
^
for Ann Arbor, where he will again purDon’t
fail
to
read
Wurzburg’s
large adThe new postal law, reducing letter sue the study of mediciue.

A market day

dis-

OF-

prepared to

in this

city last Thursday looking up old friends

Monday.

-

---Having just returnedfrom the Eastern markets we are now prepared to show
Tkunis Boot lelt last Monday for Anni our patrons one of the Largest, Best Selected,and Cheapest stocks of Foreign and
Arbor where he will study medlciae all Domestic Dry Goods ever shown in this city.

worse than the occasional“smile” of a

will not be long before “snow flies.”

GRAND OPENING

the lowest pos-

at

----

sible figures.

Cold weather is

••^TTT^^r'Tf-r. - T/ VST-

a

afflicted with

mind that we are

in

do all kinds of job work

wares on our streets last Tuesday night

the past week.

respondents this

coi

*?r

one-horse circus on next Tuesday.

A tooth powder

Business has been utber dull during

are ali our

3f,v 3^«*ar»;

week?

parents.

just now.

—

«*

East.

crowding our columns

is

Waring

1

gold medal brand.

this

of Black and Colored American Bilks (every yard warranted not to crack.) These
Silks will wear much better than Imported Slfka and we will aell them 15 per cent
lower than other houses ask for inferior qualities. Also a large stock of Plushes,
one of our druggists, left for Chicago to
Harrington is receivinga large slock of Velvets, and VelveteensIn Black and Colored.
Lt is rumored that Dr. 0. E. Yates, of
take a course of study in medicine at
Dry Goods, Clothing, Boots & Shoes, and
Overisel, has sold his property there to
Rush Medical College.
Gents’ Furnishing Goods and will be preDr. D. Birkhoff, of Ooetburg, WIs. It is

city.

On

last

Monday night D.

Look out for a new advertisement for
E. J. Harrington next week. Mr.

R. Meengs,

CARPET AND

No

have been received to a
we have sent out to our
week. This Is not as we

responses

We

intended it:

going to

druggists have

an agreement pared to sell

made

them

lowest possible

at the

Monday.

bills

subscribers this

want money and we are

try to get it

-

ilyof^ur City Treasurer, Landaal, left
Rose, agent of the Michigan last Thursday evening for their home inj Tuttle, Charles Tuttle, Mrs. J. Rotes.
Wm. Verberk, P. M.
Lumber TransportationCompany, has es- Alto,

M. W.

tablished his office in this city

in

Wis.

the

owned by Mr.
Rose has a vfery pleas-

building on Eighth street
J. Schrader. Mr.

The

Joan

planing mil! of

/

R. Kleyn, i^

We

the First Ward, is in running order.

ant office.

hope to be able

give our readers

to

a de-

new addition to the
place in a few wwks.

scription of this
L. T.

Kantbr* and

wife are

home from

dustries of this

in-

Chicago for a few days. They will fcive
again

for

the “Garden City” to-morrow

night. Mr. Earners says that they are

making fine progress with

their break-

water work at that place.

Van
who have a large stock of
loll and winter dry goods, have them
larked way down, and are bound to sell.
rThey have a large and very nice variety
of woolen shawls which will be sold at

for fear she’ll

and

freight depot

office

at the corner of

of the Chi-

now

is

will ask

him out.

located

We

Fish and Seventh streets.

evident from the fact, that
successful spplicantsfor

county certificates,

we

notice the names

of two members of the senior class of oar

High School. After hearing of so

many

failure!,both lut year and this, the suc-

cess of the applicants speaks well for

P.

a

man

on the new City Hall

ing finely. The

first

it

progress-

stott of the balldlng is

$89,723, for

match, afer lighting his cigar, into a
of cotton that

its

HOSIERY.

ments to

a loss for advertisecolumns, and do not
their pay in pumpkins and

have

GOODS MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.

fill their

to take

was piled npon the

lot

floor

“nipped in

the

the two

sites that

on, report that the water at cither place is

excellent It seems
be a simple matter

that

to us

now

it

•dealer in~~

for our Council to

ahead with the work.

-

Why

—

-

in

should the character of

a girl

West Mich. R’y was backing into the
round house at this place,
sieepinl tramp, who bad

it

made

ran over a
bia bed on

her own

AND-

STOVES,

living

reflections

is

born and

raised in

on

Poor,

MARE.

the character of a working

a woman

ETC.

for a

mother.
call the attention of ail to the

Last Tuesday afternoon a terribleaccident occurred at Gfcnd Rapids.

To many

A wagon

old aoldien of the twenty-

A large and very fine

m*y be

ceived of Hon. V. B. Cochran, late supt.

Moore waa colonel of the 25th, and was
much respectedby his commam),- Co. I.

of public Instruction,for 1882, we take the

of which, was raised in this colony.

From

the very valuable report just re

POOL BOOH
to

FOR

It bears tbe old reliablename, but is

ENTIRELY

NEW

Wm.
Holland, Mich., May

in

design aod operation. We request the
public to call and examine

following ststlatics: Children of school-

and Dra.

The Grand Haven

1888. 14-ty

Herald, having failed

induce the people of Grand Haven to

Kremers were called and ampu

in 1881. Aver- endeavoringto create public sentimentin
age monthly wages of males, $41.56; of favor of the county maintaining all the
females, $27.44. Number of school- bridges across Grand River in this county.

ers, 10,580 against 10,448

Last Wednesday Mr. Thoa.

Parrish for the NationalTube Co., of that city,

Grand Haven, came

waa

in

town

ibis

week Endeavoring to

and Bert Barns,

of

this city for the

purpose of establishing a duce some of our “city dads’* to

to

the hardware store

of

R. Kanters & Sons

satisfy

themselves as

to

it

m

Estimates given

am

the quality and

have been rented and the telephone that strength of the wrought iron pipe manuhas been located in the post office was factured by them. It will be remembered

“NEW IDEAL" kinds of buildings finished and completed.
1

may be

are given to understand that

within the next two weeks some fifteen or

[TA0

of their pipe fur our system, and

It

made

done on short notice.

Stairs,

Hand Railing, Sash,

of the county, but does not apply to this

Doors, Blinds,

part. We hope that all tbe people io this
locality
will

who

have received these circulars,

answer them

effectually, setting

down

We have

an endless variety,all sizes

and

prices.

waa to of the editors of the Herald in this matter
by this Is “simply as journalists in pursuit and

exchange will be In scliye oper- statement that the very generoqs offers publication of knowledge." What other
ation. We hope that oar baainesa men were made by Mr. Thurber. .Our “city object could they have?
will not be alow in discovering the bene- fathers,”however, very sensibly -refused
A mew fail stock of Ladies’ and Misses'
fits derived from Ibis system of communi- to place themselvesunder any obligations
Hosiery has been received at G. VAN
cation and will patronize the exchange ac- to this, or tuy other, pipe sellingcorporaPUTTEN
A SONS. Call and see them.
Uoo,
cordingly.

‘

Mouldings,

Brackets, etc. made and

*

Committee on on any proposition for the county to buy,
Water Works, publishedsome weeks lfb, or build, or maintain any bridge across
a statement waa made adverse to tbe use Grand River. Of course the only object

twenty “phones" will be placed In this city counteractthe Impression

Planing and Re-sawing

true as to pre-

tbe northern part

moved there. Mr. Barns has taken charge that in tbe report of the
office with Willie Bertsch as assist-

for all

maintained by any small section of tbe
county." This

visit their vailing convictionsin

local telephoneexchange. Rooms above tubo factory, located io Peouayl vania,

the

10,

JA§. HUNTLEY,

aod

and made the unfortunatefellow as com- houses, 6,728. School property estimated In order to do this they are distributing
fortabliL as possible. The man claims at $19,848,493.The operationof the new circular letters among tbe populace of tbe square coal stove proved a perfect success
Washington, D. C. as his home and says school law of 1881 is regarded os, on the county, claiming that there is a “conviclast year and has not been altered.
tion becoming prevalent that this largest
'that he has been “on the road” for whqle, salutary.
river io the Slate, requires bridges too
eighteen months.
'6a^ Thurber, of Chicago, salesman msoy and too expensiveto be built and

and

TEN HAGEN.

toe on the

J. Scott, was notified

We

place of btui-

OH EIGHTS STREET.

’•

ant.

my

Don’t fail to drop into

ness, one door east of the City Bakery,

' bo convinced.
to

tated the right foot, dressed the wounds,

of the

connectionwith my place of bulneea.

1888.

was nearly cut an Increase of 20,062 over 1881. Per centleft foot was age of attendance,71.5. Men teachers, buy the bridge across Grand River, besevered. Superintendent of the 8.887 against 4,034 iu 1891 ; women teach- tween that place and Spring tyke, is now

W.

Best and

FINE

certainly a dignity in

girl la not fit to have

right foot

off, while the big

entirely

CHOICE LIQUORS

he questioned any quicker than

abor, and a person who sneerr at or caste

the track, mangling his feet in a terrible able age, between 5 and 20, 538,856, being

manner. The

TOBACCOS, CIGARS,

wh

some cases supportinga dependent

relative,

IN

--

s honestly trying to earn

and

DEALERS

op and presents a very fine appearance. containingJohn Hotama.of Grandviile,
At there it to be • high tower erected on Mich., Nlcbolaa Stool and Gerrit Stool, interestingto read the following telegram
one corner of the building wewoaldeug- hU son, of Grand Raptdi were crossing from Coldwator,taken from the Chicago
Tima of the twenty-third inat:. One of the
geet that a town clock be placed in it)
the G. R. and 1. railroad track at Preecott
largest and moat elegant reoeptioos ever
This coaid be done at a email expense and
itreet, it waa struck by a twitch engine
would add greatly to the appearance of and demolished. Hotama and Nicholas held In this city took place last evening at
the Btractare.If oar Oofibcll does not Stool were instantly killed,being muti- Maplewood,the beautiful home of Hon.
N. P. Loveridge, solicitor io the departfeel able to do this, we have no donbt but
lated In a moat shocking manner. Gerrit
what a sufficientsum of money could be Stool, the boy, aged abont 11 years, wts ment of the interior, in honor of the marriage of his son, H. C. LovSridge, and
rtised by subscription. Let some one take
so badly injured that his recovery Is be
Miss Jessie Moore, daughterof Col. O. H.
hold of thie matter.
lleved to be impossible. They were Hoi
Moore, United Statea army. Many noted
liuders and have friends in this locality.
Last Monday morning at 4 o’clock, aa
persona were present from abroad.” .Col.

&

RASTERS 4 SONS, WM. TEN HAGEN,

R.

ought to

decide the matter of location,and to push

people in the store. The fire

was soon put out however, and quite a

at

Cor. Canal and Bronson Streets, Grand Rapids, Mioh.

proposed to locate our Water Works

it is

WURZBURG,

F. W.

stovewood.

show case. The cotton that of the gtrl who
and canaed quite a commotion affluence?There is

among the

Ilercdd

highest $348,000; and these

near the cigar
ignited

New York

fifth Mich. Inf. In thii aectiqp, It

the night switch engine of the Chicago

Berlin

papers are never at

nought a cigar at

bud."

Work

and

Kid, lined and unlined Buckskin, -Doeskin,Castor, Cashmere, Silk
Gloves in every grade.

receives for its lowest priced column

& A. Steketee’sstore and threw a lighted

serious conflagrationwas

both teachers and pupils.

year. The

$20,000 a

were shown some pears this week analyzing, the water

Last Tuesday

Public Schools are doing

among the few

GLOVES.

We are given to understand that our
physicians, who have been examining,or

ing so fine quarters.

good work

’alien & Sons,

ask him In and her father

The building, though an old one, is being that were raised in the garden of Mr.
Otto Breyman. They were of the Dutchess
fitted up in a very nice manner, and when
variety and were very fine. The ^rgest
finished,will be superior to any of the
one measured eleven inches in circumferfreight depots on the road. We congratence and twelve inches the long way, and
ulate station agent Bauingartel on securweighed one pound. Who can beat tbis?

That our

the new advertisementof G.

^^It would-be impossible to describe all the lines of these goods we have in stock,
and we will merely mention that we have underwear of every grade from 25 cents up
to the finest in the market, any size to fit the smallest Child or the largest man.
Special Bargainsin Fine All Wool Scarlet Underwear.

have the largest stock of Hosiery ever offered,and are displayingsome BeautiBen Butler was renominated by ac bottom figures. Give them a call when iu
ful Novelties in Ladies’, Misses’,and Children’s Cashmere and Woolen Hose, Fancy
lamationfor Governor of Maasachusettsjneed of anythingin their line.
Goods, Laces, Ladies’ Neck Wear and GenU’ Furnishing Goods in endless variety.
It the democraticstate conventionheld at
Our trade having Increased very largely during the past year, we are determined by
"fli is said that the Chicago Tribune reSpringfield on Wednesday last. It ii
honest and fair dealing (for which our establishmentis well known throughout the
ceives for a column of advertisements whole state) to still further advance and increase our sales.
needless to say that the nomination
•

The

Read

HOSIERY, GLOVES AND UNDERWEAR.

We

Last Thursday Aldermen Kramer and promptly accepted.
Workman went to Muskegon to witness a
It’s getting cool to swing on the front
test of the wrought iron pipe, manufactured by the National Tube Company of gale in the evening, and now the quesChicago,which has been put in as an ex- tion iu the minds of many of our young
tension of the Water Works of the “saw- ladies Is: “What will mother say if I ask
liim in?” And the young man trembles
dust” city.

cago and West Mich. R’y is

DEPARTMENT.

Tnl^epartment being a recent addition to our establishment and the entire stock
being new patterns, we offer Special Inducements as prices are fully 15 to 20 per cent
to close their stores at eight o’clock in the prices.
lower than last season. A full line of Blanketsand Bed Comfortables. Five hundred
evening, excepting Saturdays, commencList of letters remaining in the Post pair of Blanketsfrom the recent great auction sales, at one-thirdbelow their actual
value. Flannels, Beavers, Cloakings of every description.Cassimereafor Men’s and
ing on next
V
Office at Holland,Mich., Sept. 27th, 1885:
Boy’s wear, in great variety. Big stock of Table Linens, Napkins, Towels, and
Mr. and Mrs. .John Landaal an<A Mr. 0. J. Clark, Miss Maggie Cowel, Ed- House Furnishinggoods in general, as well as an immense stock of Domestics at very
die Clark, Dave Dandls, John Vleock, M. low prices.
daughter, who have been visitingthe fam
8. Hawley, D. R. Peels, Mrs. George
Our

said that Dr. Yates will locate in this city.

number of

OIL CLOTH:

'

’

J

•

'

fumishei
Remember we take pleasurein showing
our goods and like to have you
oompare price*.
R.

Office

and shop on River Street,

near the corner of Tenth Street

KANTERS* SONS.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 90th,

1888.

JAS.
Hollabb, May g,

1888.

HUNTLEY.
17-tf.

.... ,

PITH AND POINT.
•Then the footmarks the Inspector
back, her flushed cheeks, and her smart tor, rather mysteriously. “I want to
referred
to
”
dressing-gown,
which
showed
off her ask him a question or two.”
ST OLITKB WENDELL HOLMES.
A baby-carriage is sometimes called
“Were mine, of course,” interposed
girlish figure to advantage. He knew
“Certainly,”said Mr. Archoli,rising
a
crycycle.
Old Ironsides at anchor lay,
the family rather intimately, in a neigh- from his seat. “Let me see, didn’t he Dr. Lake, with a laugh. “No thief havIn the harbor of Mahon;
The fire-fly shines when on the wing.
borly way, and had, in fact, spent the come in that night when the alarm was ing jumped from the window, there
A dead calm rested on the bar—
The wares to sleep bad gone;
were naturallyno footmaiks, a circum- So does red hair in the biscuit.— CaW
evening there an hour or two previous- raised?”
When Utile Hal, the Captain's son,
“Yes, sir, I believe he did,” said the stance which would at once have put Pretzel's Weekly.
ly, so he accosted her without cereA lad both brare and good.
When a maiden swears sho’s broken hearted.
the police on the right track, and lea to
In sport, up shrond and rigging ran.
mony, and proceeded to feel her pulse, Inspector, dryly.
Think not her •visceral cords are parted.
And on the main-truck stood
j Young Dr. Lake happened to be at unpleasant disclosures. I, theiefore, For
keeping his fixed upon her.
you’llfind always by careful trad a g,
“You seem to have recovered you$ home, and received them in a small slipped round unobserved to the garden That nothingsnappe 1 bnt her corset lacing.
A shudder ran through eirery rein.
All eyes were turned on high
fright, Hiss Grace,” he said in a mat- room, where he was sitting in ragged and made the marks to which I subse- —Carl Pretzel's WeeklyThere stood the boy, with dizzy, brain,
A girl has been arrested while disshooting-coatand slippers, enjoying an quently drew'the Constable’sattention.
ter-of-facttone.
Between the sea and akr;
Unfortunately I rather overreached my- guised as an old woman. The old
Vo hold bad he above, below;
“Yes, thank you,” she replied, with evening pipe.
Alone he stood in air:
“How do vou do, Mr. Archoli?” he self, and the Inspector, being evidently woman disguised as a girl is still at
evident nervousness,
To that far height none dared to go;
said,
cordially. “I did not know yon a sharp fellow, as you see, suspected large.
i/ “Where did you put the necklace beNo aid could reach him there.
me.”
fore you went to bed?” he inquired, ab- were back.”
The Fall River Advance says the
Hegazed— but not a man could speak 1
“I
only
arrived
an
hour
or
two
ago,”
“Your
story
is
most
extraordinary!”
ruptly.
only
time Gen. Grant ever shed tears
With horror all aghast.
Ingroups, with pallid brow and cheek,
“I put it— I mean I left it on the replied Mr. ATcholl, as they shook exclaimed Mr. Archoli, greatly agitated. was when he saw David Davis trying to
We watched the quiveringmast
dressingtable with the other things,” hands. “This is Inspector Davis, who “I really cannot— I must decline to be- pare his own corns.
The atmosphere grew thick and hot,
replied Miss Grace, flushing more be- wiqhes to ask you a question or two lieve my daughter acted as you say, unAnd of a liquid hue—
“Yes,” he said, “I prefer to "have
As, riveted unto the spot,
with reference to that affair at my less she tells me so with her own lips.” black saod given me instead of pepper
comingly than ever.
Stood officers and crew.
“By all means tax her with my stateDr. Lake left her side, and strode house the other night. By-the-by, I
by my grocer. It doesn’t hurt my eyes
The father came on desk— he gasped,
over to the fire-place,where he stood have to thank you for coming to the ment,” returned Dr. Lake. “Go to her so much when my wife gets mad.”
"0 God! thy will bo dono!’
with the things in yonr hands, and I
chatting on the hearth-rug, leaning rescue.”
Then, suddenly a rifle grasped.
A Newport man- is so near-sighted
“Don’t mention it,” said Dr. Lake, have no doubt she will confirm what I
against the mantel-shelf. A few minAnd aimed at his son:
that he flirts with his own wife. It’s a
*Jump, far out, boy. into the wavel
utes later the butler came up to report turning rather curiouslytoward the de- have told you.”
Jump or I fire!" he said;
“I will certainly see her instantly,” wonder her resemblance to his mother"That's the only chance your life can save! the result of the search, which as be- tective.
Jump, jump, boy”— he obeyed.
“You were soon up and dressed,sir,” said Mr. Archoli, taking up the parcel in-law did not pnt him on bis guard.
fore stated, was futile. A comparative
BILL! Jones, of Thompson’s corps,
sense of security being now restored, remarked Inspector Davis, seating him- and springing to his feet.
He sunk— he rose— he lived— he moved—
Entsrcd through ths bsr-roonuloips;
And for the ship struck out:
He left the house hurriedlywhile Dr.
the gentlemen who had resporded to self stiffly on the edge of a chair in obeDrank till ho oonld drink no morps,
On board we balled- the lad beloved,
Fell down on the bar-room florps,
the cries for help took their departure dience to a gesture from the Doctor. Lake, after seeing him out, strolled
With many a manlv shout.
Fell and made his head quite sorps.
Dr. Lake among them. The constable “The butler tells me you came round into the adjoining room, and chatted
His father drew, In silent Joy,
Fell till he oonld fall no lorps,
Those wet arms round his neck—
with Inspector Davis on different matlingered behind a minute or so to par- immediately.
SavSfhe will do so no morps.
Then folded to his heart the boy,
But will Join the temperance corps.
short absence Mr.
Tea. I had not been to bed,” re- ters. After
take of the refreshment which the butAnd fainted on the deck.
—Oil City Vetrick.
ler offered bim after his arduous labors. turned Dr. Lake. “After returning Archoli returned, looking very white
What is your entire name?” asked
When he left the house he found the from spending the evening at Mr. and agitated.
Frederick
the Great of Gen. Zorembla,
Aroholl’s
house,
I
sat
up
smoking
and
“Inspector
Davis,”
he
said,
immedidoctor smoking a cigarette at the gate,
Miss Grace's Illusion.
reading.”
ately he entered the room, “Dr. Lake a Pole who was in his service. “My
apparently waiting for him.
“You no doubt noticed the young has given me excellent reasons why I entire name is Ladislaus Larembla de
“Have you searched the garden?” inHiss Grace Archoli, the youngest
Zulychbestski” “Why, the devil himdaughter of a wealthy city merchant quired Dr. Lake, rather impatiently. lady’s necklace,” said the Inspector should not proceed further in this matglancing
at Mr. Archoli
ter.
I would prefer to let it drop. Do self hasn’t got a name like that,” re“Yes,
sir,”
replied
the
constable;
“me
residing at Sooth Kensington, received
plied Frederick. “No wonder he hasn’t
“Particularly,and admired it very you understand ?”
on her 16th birthday a present of a and the bntler went round.”
got
a name like mine. He don’t belong
“Yes, sir,” said the Inspector,lookhandsome diamond necklace from her * “Did you find any footsteps beneath much,” replied Dr. Lake, looking him
to my family.”— T&ras Siftings.
ing
deeply
disappointed,
and
glancing
the window through which the man es- straight in the face.
god-father. It was an extravagant gift
Inspector Davis appeared a trifle dis- meaninglyin the direction of the docThe Italians wish to take life as a
for a young girl, but the donor was caped? I suppose you didn’t think to
concerted
by the directness of the doc- tor.
look,”
he
added
sharply,
seeing
the
huge joke if they can. Here is a suprich and eccentric. Miss Grace was
tor’s answer, and assumed a more defer“Please understandthat your suspi- plication which indicates the national
naturally highly delightedwith her constablehesitated.
cions
concerning Dr. Lake are en- temperament: “I pray that I may
“Well,
sir, it wouldn’t be much good, ential tone.
first really-good piece of jewelry, and
“Have
you
any
objection,
sir, to let tirely groundless,” added Mr. Archoli,
notin
the
dark,”
said
the
constable,
never be married. But if I marry, I
wore it with conscious pride at a little
birthday party the same evening. Her rather sulkily. “I am coming round me see one of your boots?” he in- divining what was passing in the*oth- pray that I may not be deceived ; but if
quired, glancing at the doctor’sslip- er’s mind, “and oblige me by saying I am deceived,I pray that I may not
parents were away on the continent, or first thing in the morning.”
as little as possible about the affair know of it; but if I know of it, I pray
“You
have
your
lantern.
Surely
the
pered
feet.
possibly they might
“You
will
find
the
pair
I have just to any one. Here is something for you. that I may be able to laugh at the whole
chance
of
obtaining
an
important
clew
this proceeding. In their absence,
however, Miss Grace scoffed at the ought not to be neglected.It might taken off in the corner there,” said Dr. Good evening.”
affrflr.”
Whatever the * something ” was, it
wisdom of her elder sisters, who rep- rain before the morning. Let us make Lake, with rather an uneasy laugh.
UNSEASONABLE FRUITS.
The Inspector had ponneed upon entirelyreconciled Inspector Davis to
resented, not without a spice of envy, a careful search at once,” said Dr.
Apple green.
Lake, in an authoritativetone, leading them almost before the words were utJ this unexpected turn of events, for he
Boy siune,
perhaps, that such ostentation was
Eating seen,
tered, at the same time prodneing from1 took his departure with a profusion of
bad tute. She received many con- the way to the rear of the house.
Walketh Ume.
The constable followed with an ag- his pocket i piece of paper on which thanks and a polite bow to both gengratulationson her good fortune from
Cnrleth lower.
Pain Immense,
her young friends, who regarded the grieved air, evidently resenting this was traced the outline of a foot. The tlemen. When they were alone, Mr.
On (he floor,
diamonds with a sort of woe-stricken amateur interference, and his manner doctor’s foot fitted the diagram exactly. Archoli said:
Prostrate, tense.
“You were quite right, Lake. The
“What does this mean ?” inquiredMr.
Papa cometh.
admiration.On retiring to rest, Miss was decidedly insolent as he pointed
Caneth
boy,
Grace persisted in carrying the neck- out that the gravel path beneath the Archoli, as the Inspectorlooked np foolish girl has confessed. It was an
Mamma runneth
elaborate
piece
of
deceit.
What
poswith
a complacent expression.
window
in
question
showed
no
footlace up to her room, perversely deFor a toy.
“This is a diagram of the footprints sessed her to do such a thing I cannot
Telephone call,
clining to deposit it in the strong-room, prints. Dr. Lake, however, not the
For Doctor Screw,
where the plate was kept, being, least disconcerted,fell back a step or made by the person who stole your imagine,’'he added, looking dejected
Doctor cometh
and
humiliated.
daughter's necklace when he sprang
P. D. Q.
apparently,rather unduly elated at the two and looked up at the house.
Brisk confricatlon.
“There is no occasion to distress
“After all, it is hardly likely the fel- from the staircasewindow,” explained
sensationit had caused.
Urchin hollers,
Hot application.
In the middle of the night the house- low would have dropped from that the detective, looking sharply at Dr. yourself,Mr. Archoli,”said Dr. Lake,
earnestly;
“Miss
Grace’s
escapade
has
-life
Fee, three dollars.
hold was srroused by a loud shriek, height on to a hard gravel path,” he Lake.
“I wish to speak to you alone a min- been frequently perpetrated by young
said,
meditatively.
“He
must
have
high-toned
and Miss Grace was found on the landQol. Gressom was
girls of ber ago in various forms. It
ing outside her door in a very scared jumped sideways onto that bed yonder. ute, Mr. Archoli,”said the latter, changSoutherner, who held his "honor” at a
and hysterical state. It was some time Just bring your lantern here a minute.” ing color. “Will yon be good enough does not necessarily imply a bad or de- premium, but he was a poor basiness
This surmise turned out to be cor- to step into the next room a minute, ceitful disposition, but arises from a manager and broke np. He had trouble
before her- sisters and the servants
sort of hysteria — a morbid craving for
rect,
for some shrubs were found to be Inspector?”
could ascertain from her what was the
with one of his creditors,and a fight
unwholesome excitement,and a desire was imminent. One day a gentleman
Mr.
Davis
looked
at
Mr.
Archoli
trampled
down,
and
there
was
a
deep
matter, bnt at length they elicited that
she had been awakened by some one impression of footmarks,showing where doubtfully,but, as the latter gave him for an undue amount of sympathy. She met him and inquired : “Colonel, did
moving about her room, and had dis- the man had jumped, with less distinct no encouragement to remain, he fol- was evidentlyin a high state of exulta- you settle with that mudsill?” “Yes,
tion on that evening, and coaid not retinctly heard and seen a man go up to indications of his subsequent progress. lowed the doctor rather reluctantly
sah, I did, sail. My honah was at stake,
sist the temptation of making herself
the dressing-table and subsequently He appeared to have fallen into the into the adjoining apartment.
sah.” “Ah, I am exceedingly glad to
“Those infernal footprints have upset the center of a fresh excitement.Take hear you fixed him and came out in
disappear thr6ugh the door. Accord- midst of the flower-bed,and then to
my advice, and keep this denouement such good shape. How did you settle ?
ing to her account she had rushed out have run across the lawn, though oh myplans,”saidDr. Lake, confidentially,
as he returned and proceeded to unlock a secret, even from your own daugh- According to the code?” “Well, no,”
the
grass
all
traces
of
him
were
Iqst,
of bed, tyo frightenedto utter a sound,
a drawer in his desk. “Here is the ters.”
and iiad seen the man making his way owing to the dryness of the ground*
replied the Colonel, dropping his pom“I am very much indebted to you for
necklace and the rest of the things.
“That’s
him,
clear
enough,
sir,^
redown the stairs. She had not dared to
posity on the ground, as it were, and
your thoughtfulness,”said Mr. Archoli,
follow him, but had, with some difficulty, marked the policeman, more respect- Yon will find them alltheVe,” he added,
stepping on it, “not exactly.” “How
laying a small parcel on the table .at grasping the young man’s hand. “As then?” “I settled with him at 10 cents
fully.
raised an alarm.
to the necklace, I will, perhaps, restore
“Well, you iqust point this out t| the Mj. ArcholTs elbow.
This recital naturally caused the
on the dollar, and he was d— glad to
it to her a year or two hence under
Inspector
in
the
morirfngi*'
saidl
Dr.
“Good
God!
what
is
the
meaning
of
ureatest excitement.The butler and
get ilw— Merchant-Traveler.
footman, who slept in the basement, Lake; “meanwhile, we had better cbver this, Lake?” exclaimedMr. Archoli cover of the subterfuge you suggest;
but she deserves to lose it, though I am
had not yet appeared upon the scene, up the marks, to prevent their being starting violently.
How to Preserve the Eyesight
sure
she is heartilyashamed of what
“It
is
easily
explained.
While
the
obliterated
by
rain
or
by
a
predatory
and the terrifiedwomen, for there was
she
has
done,
and. will never be so foolsearch
was
going
on
at
your
house
the
cat.”
The
editor of this paper, who has
no male member qf the family in the
“There seems to be a box over there other night, I was sent for to attend a ish again. "—London Truth.
passed his three-score years' without
house, began to scream and make a
the use of eye-glasses,and can still
eommotips. Somebody threw up a by the outhouse,” after turning the servant who had fainted in Miss Grace’s
A
Pretty
Story.
room.
I
was
at
once
struck
by
your
light
of
his
lantern
in
various
direcread with his natural eyes fine print,
window Which opened upon the street
daughter’s demeanor. Her pulse was
It is alwavs pleasant to associate a wishes to give other people nearing the
and shouted for the police. One of the tions.
“The very thing. It will cover the singnlarlvcalm, consideringher recent romance with a favorite flower. The sere and yellow leaf the benefit of his
elder girls, more courageous than the
marks
and keep them intact till the fright. She gave me the impression of story of the cultivation of the jasmine, ocular experience.Therefore he tells
rest, went down-stairs to put the men
servants on the alert. There was a morning,” said Dr. Lake, stepping acting a part, and I could not refrain with its delicate yellow flowers and de- them that in 1865 he found his eyesight
general move toward Miss Grace’s across and fetchinga shallow deal-box from asking her rather abruptly where lightful odor, in Trance, as told by the failing, indicated by dark specks flitting
she had placed the missing jewelry. New York Mail, deserves to be remem- over the page and a hazy appearance of
room, where it was ascertained that which the constablehad referred to.
Being taken back her eyes involun- bered. The Duke of Tuscanjr, it is the letters when he was reading. ReThis
was
carefully
placed
over
the
not only the diamond necklace, but a
ring and a few smaller articles of footprints,and was found to protect tarily turned toward the fire-place be- said, had brought one plant with him membering to have heard his mother
them completely.Dr. Lake bade the fore she answered me, and, following from the tropical countries he visited say that ex-PresidentJohn Quincv
jewelry had vanished.
In the midst of the lamentationsand constable “cobd-night” and hurried her glanc. , I perceived that the orna- and plaoed it, with many injunctions Adams (who lived to about 80 years)
paroxysmswhich ensued the door-bell home to bed, while the officer, with a mental shavings in the empty grate had for its careful tendance, in the hands of had preserved his eyesight and read
was heard to ring, and presentlysev- virtuous feelmg of having thoroughly been slightly 1 disarranged. I im- his gardener, intending to present it as without glasses by pressing the outer
mediately gnessed that the thing were an offering#to the Princess of France. and inner corners of his eyes together,
eral persons mounted the stairs headed done his duty, returned to liis beat
The next morning an Inspector hidden there.”
The gardener bad a sweetheart, and, the editor tried the experiment. After
by the bntler. Among others was a
“By— by the thief?” suggested Mr. wishing to please her, he one day broke retiring to bed at night he has ever
young surgeon named Lake, who re- called and inquired into the circumoff a slip of tlie cherished plant and since the fall of 1869, before going to
sided a few doors off. A constable was stances of the robbery. What seemed Archoli, turning pale.
“No.
By
Miss
Grace,”
rejoined
Dr.
to
strike
him
as
extraordinary
was
that
offered it to her. She planted it, hop- sleep, pressed gently together#theouter
alio of the party, which was mainly
composed of gentlemen who were re- the thief should have gone straight to Laket quietly. “I stepped across to ing thus to preserve it for her wedding- and inner corner of each eye between
turning home from a ball in the neigh- Miss Grace’s room and stolen a jewel the fire-place, and, when no one waa day, and, to her delight, it took root, the thumb and forefinger, and the corborhood. The cause of the alarm hav- which she had only possessed a few looking, I plunged my hand into the throve and grew into a stately bush, ners of the other between the third and
ing been explained, a careful search hours. He was strongly inclined to grate, and grasped a small parcel, from which she gathered flowers salable fourth fingers, striving to give equa(
waa made for the burglar, but no trace suspect some of the servants, for they which I, put in my pocket Nobody for their rarity, and so accnmnlated a pressure to botl^eyes. The philosophy
sum of monev which facilited her mar- of the experimentis explained in thisof him waa found. A window on one were the only persons who would be saw me except Miss Grace.”
“Grace saw you!” exclaimed Mr. riage. To this day the maidens of way : As people pass the middle agq
of the landings was discovered to be likely to know* of the young lady's new
Tuscany wear a sprig of jasmine in there is said to be a tendency of the
open, and it was possible he hod es- treasure, and that she had it in her Archoli
caped by it, though the descent must room that night. He cross-questioned “Yes. She was watching me appre- token that they can bring a lucky balls of the eye to lose their convexity— i
in common parlance,to flatten. The
have been perilous. This possibility, all of them^ however, without eliciting hensively, divining, I suppose, that I dower to the man of their choice.
habitual- pressure of the outer and inner
however, became a certainty when it anything to justify his suspicions; and, had discovered her secret. But her
The Kune’s Voice.
corners of the eves restores the conwas ascertained that all the other win- on the other hand, there were the foot- mouth was closed, and she could say
pi
in ts in the garden, which clearly nothing.”
vexity,
and thereby, the original power
dows and doors in the house were seWe cannot, and should not, forbear
A LEAP FOR LIFE.
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pointed to the robbery having been
“Then you mean to insinuate that my
committed by some person from out- daughter deliberately raised a false
While the search waa proceeding,Dr. side. Miss Grace could throw very alarm?” said Mr. Archoli, sternly.
“Undoubtedly. But I unfortunately
Lake waa requested to step up stairs to little light on the mystery, having only
Miss Grace’s room, where one of the seen the dim outline of the man, and made the discovery too late,” resumed
servantshad fainted from terror and being unable to say whether he was the doctor. “A hue and cry had been
could not be brought to. The doctor tall or short.
raised, Miss Grace had given a detailed
waa a young practicionerwho was said
On hearing of the ocoungfee, Mr. version of her story before half a dozen
to be extremely clever at his profession, and Mrs. Archoli immediatelyT^turnedpersons, including the servants, and
robbery
but he was allowed few opportunities home, feeling nervous about remaioing the details
______ of
- the supposed
.. J ______
L-„
of giving evidence oMiis ability. In away after w.-h at hod taken place. In* were bound to get abroad. I took the
other words, he bad no patients, though spector Davis called upon Mr. Archoli jewels to relieve the young lady from
he had been in practice a year or two, on hearing he had come back, and from embarrassmentin the fntnre, and to enand was undergoing that painful period his business-like manner was evidently deavor to avoid the unpleasant gossip
which would arise if the truth of the
jfcion which falls to the lot of an experienced officer.
of probation
“Have you any clew?” was naturally matter became known. The best way
most medical men. He had rather a
of doing this seemed to be to give some
striking face, with keen eyes and a res- Mr. Arch’olTs first inquiry.
olute chin, and waa decidedly good“Well, this is an eltraordinarycase, color to the robbery, and to let the
sir,” said Inspector Davis, evasively. neighbors think it had actually taken
looking
He soon disposed of his patient, “It rather l>eats my experience.Do place. The jewels I intended to restore
to you— as I have now done— in order
whom he restored to consciousness by yon know a Dr. Lake, sir?”
“Yes; there is a young surgeon of that you may some day or other solthe simple and summary method of
dousing her head with cold water. Ho that name living a few doors off,” re- emnlv go through the farce of replacplied Mr. Archoli, with some surprise. ing them. Nhbody will then be the
“I think I should like you to call wiser, and Miss Grace will be spared
now quiet apd composed,and looked
upon
him with me, sir,” said the Inspec- an unpleasant scadllal”
very pretty with her fair hair down her
curely fastened, and that the thief was
clearly no longer upon the premises.

—

•

,

__________

—

upon the sick because
nature has not gifted us with that rare,
blessed boon of a sweet and musical
voice; yet, even more earnestly than
the elocutionist, should the nurse study
to modulate such organs as she does possess to the utmost gentleness of which
they are capable. For nothing is of
greater importance, we assure her, if
she desires to sooth irritated nerve and
quiet perturbed
ad
l{UIUb
{JCILIUWU nspirits,
^ 14
, than
4/441*44 to
l/vy use
4400 **44
habitually-softand calm speech in all
her conversation,either with the sick
or in their presence. — American Agri*
culturist.
attendance

* I/O

of seeing. Near-sightedpersons are
exceptions to this rule. Their nearsightedness (as we understand) is
caused by too great convexity of the
eye. Oftentimes, as they advance in
years, their eyes flatten; that is, lose
their original convexity, and become
more nearly like the good-eyes of young
people, and they can see better without
glasses and lay them aside.— Huntsville
{Ala.)

Democrat.
Deformities.

In a paper read before the Geneva
Hygienic Congress, Dr. .Dolly haa

The

Non-Conformistshave 3,000 maintained that the deformitiesof peoplaces of worship in Wales, and their ple may usually be traced to the posiannual oolleetion amounts to $2,000,000. tions in which they arc kept while at
school That children are, as a rule,
When we know how to appreciate a well formed at the commencementol
merit we have the germ of it within school life, is indicated Jjy the reourselves.— Goethe.
searchesof Dr. Chausaier, who found
Thebe are 316 Jesuit stations and 175 that only 122 out of 23,000 newly-born
places of worshurunder control of the infants examined by him possessed abnormal peculiaritiee of any kind.
same order in Madagascar.
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______
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AMERICAN MEN AND WOMEN.
— —
.

—

at all for a patient. To

—

wo English. They are, moreover, more
SiftmfjB.
free from prejudices.Of course, among
50,000,000human beings there are

.

him

^

;

A Long

a

toothache

^

Cat.

some who

are objectionable, but AmeriYoung Pretzel attended a Chicago
cans on neutral ground, such as Paris, theater and became quite interestedin
Switzerland, etc., are, as a rule, a very the performancerendered by the Orgreat deal more appreciated than we chestra during the interval between the
are, and this not because they are richer,
acts. He plied the old man with quesbut because they are more pleasant tions concerning the drummer, the
We, rather than they, are, I am in- flutist, violinistand others belonging to
* dined to think, open to the reproach of
the band. The Leader had occasion
being unendurable. Among ourselves to play a Solo, and the boy watched the
we get on very well, but with foreign- movements of the bow with breathless
ers we are not so popular. Few Ameri- attention as it crossed and recrossedthe
cans remain long enough in England to strings.
go into society. Those, however, who
When the Violinist had finished his
do are generally well received, and effort, the boy again commenced to
their manners contrast with consideraquestionthe old man.
ble advantage with those of a very large
“Papa,” said the boy, “do you know

Me..
•I

health."

dull,

for

_

neither dolts nor
tom-boys dressed in petticoats,nor
bread-and-butter misses. There is, indeed, nothing either missish or masculine about them. There are, however,
demoralized and deteriorated Americans who seem to imagine that they
will curry favor with us by renouncing
all that Is good in their own country
and accepting all that is silly in ours.
Yes, I like Americans, and I believe
that in taste, feeling and manners we
have much to learn from them.

A servant girl fell on a bracket,
Her skull, sha did nearly crack it,
St. Jacobs Cm applying,
Saved her from dying—

tee of the whole and move by platoons
so we are

snd tried severalremedies that

to describe,

A SAFE AND SNftf

REMEDY FOR

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,

a

Dysentery,

AND
Bruises,

Burns

AND
Scalds,

_

1883.

Toothachs

AND

Headache.

A Dangerous Case.

and all who will take
the trouble may secure them.

These roseate, bewitching
hues follow the use

Magnolia Balm--a

1,

1880. "Ten

Years ago I wae attacked with tho most
Intense and deathly pains In tny back and

—Kidneyi,
"Extending to the end of my tooe and to
my brain!
"Which made me delirious!
“From agony.
"It took three men to hold me on my bed
at timee!

Hagan’s

of

>

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

ficial,

delicate,

harmless and always reliable
article. Sold by all druggists.
The Magnolia Balm conceals every blemish, removes
Sallowness, Tan, Redness,
Eruptions, all evidences or
excitement and every imper-

"The Doctors tried in vain to relieve me.
But to no purpose.
“Morphine and other opiates
“Had no effect!
"After two months I was given up to diet
"When my wife
heard a neighbor tell what Hop Bitters bad
done for her, she at once got and gave me
some. The first dose eased my brain and

fection.
Its effects are immediate
and so natural that no human
being can detect its application.

seemed

go hunting through my system

to

for the pain.

"The second dose eased me

so

much that
done

I slept two hours, something I had not

months, fiefore I had used five botand at work, as hard as any
man coflld, for over three weeks; but I worked
too hard for my strength, and, taking a hard
cold, I was taken with the most acute and
painful rheumatismall through my system

for two

tles 1 was well

known. I called the doctor*
again, and after several weeks thev left m*
a crippleon crutches for life, as they said.
I met a friend and told him my ease, and
he said Hop Bitters had cured him and
would cure me. I poohed at him, but h*
was so earnest I was induced to use them
again. In less than four weeks I threw
away my crutches and went to work Ug’^ly,
and kept on using the bitters for five weeks,
until I became os well as any man livinff,
and have been so for six years sinee. It
also cured my wife, who had been so for
years; and has kept her and my children
well and hearty with from two to thre*
bottles per year. There is no need to b*
sick at all if these bitters are used. J. J.
Bkrk, Ex- Supervisor.

that was ever

Young
Qbrculan

fm.

Meni^sTo^S
VALENTINEBROS.. JaoflsviUa. Wit.
or

Solders,vndmet,
nts or Children.

PENSIONS!™*
Any

wound
Incnano

disease,
,

one claims
Pension

GENTS MAKE
NO
Cntll

REMEDY

ENOAOEMEHTS

New Book,

you have seen our

"BULLET AND SHELL."
Selling by tens of

thousands.Full partlo-

"That poor invalid wife!

FOR PAIN.

“Sister!

000,000 nox-os
wm OOO
the

Relieves and cures

of these artists in bicuspids

7.

ladies strive are chiefly arti-

The animal fluids of the body, when poorly nourished. become vitiated and eause eruptionsto appear
on the skin. They are objectionablefrom their disfigurement,and vary In character from a constant,
uneasy sensation to a positivedistressand severe
pain. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
corrects the derangement
of the functions,enriches tho fluids, purifiesthe
blood, and changes the diseasedcondition to one of
healthand vigor.

The Next Question.

Diarrhoea,

Sprains

The brilliant,fascinating
tints of Complexion for which

HUMORS.

_

Cholera,

AMONG THE LADIES

.

1

Cramps,

• * • RocnranR, June

I.

and wince in sympatheticmemory.

Pai&Kilbr

sufferedwith

AN OPEN
nSECRET

shut with his jaws open. Neither does
he put his paw up to his face in an
apologeticway, while gaping in am- variouaremedies without effect Hood’s Sarsspirilla
bush, as it were. No, sir; when he purified his blood,and all blemiahoa disappeared.
Ringworm.
gapes, he is perfectly willing that the
My brotheris avictim to a humorwhich brings ringwhole world shall come to the show.
worms all over bis face. He ia using Hood's SarsapaHe braces himself first on his fore feet, rilla. and alreadyis so much benefitedthat his eyea
stretches out his neck, depresses his are no longeraffected.He will continueits use till he
(eels fully cured.— L. E. Howard, Temple, N. H.
head, and his jaws open with graceful
Rheum.
moderation. At first it is but an exag- My little boy wss so badly afflictedwith a humor
we had to mitten his hands to keep him from
gerated grin ; but, when the gape is ap- that
rubbing the sores, which Itched snd discharged a
watery
matter. Before ho hsd finishedone bottle of
parently accomplished, the dog turns
Hood s Sarsaparillathe aorus were healed.—L. J.
out his elbows, opens his jaws another Clxmjcxt, Merchant. Warner. N. H.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
45 degrees, swallows an imaginary bone
by Druggists. |t ; six tor 15. Prepared only
by a sudden and convulsive movement, bySold
HOODk CO, Apothecaries.Lowoll.Mass.
C.I.!
carls np his tongue like the petal of a
tiger lily, and shuts his jaws together
with a snap. Then he assumes a grave
THE GREAT GERMAN
and contented visage, as is eminently
becoming to one who has performed a
duty successfullyand conscientiously.

unexpected attack on any stragglers,
still we remember what a time we once
had with the Old, back-number teeth,

The rooms

me

Norwich. Conn.. May

Pimples.
Halford Fltnh, of New York, had so many pimples
and blotches on his face that he wss ashamed. He tried

not afraid of a sudden and

I

heavy pains in the back and kidneys,too intense

from its use.
I hire been afflicted about one year and received
treatment from the local physicians,and used a number of so-calledspecifics without any material help.
I am happy to say, after using three bottiss ot Hunt's
Remedy, I was completely cured.
I never fail to recommend it, and you are at liberty
to use my name in any manner you may desire.
John W. Johnston.

Weixs’ “Rough on Cobnb."— 15c. Ask for it.
Complete, permanent cure. Corns, warts, bunions.

Dog Yawns.
When a dog gapes he doesn’t screw
his face into all sorts of unnatural
shapes in an endeavor to keep his mouth

;

good many years with

Thia is to certify that I have uaed Hunt’s Kemedf'complaint,and derived much benefit

_

A steamboat Captain from Goshen.
Was hurt by a boiler explosion;

The Dentist.
We never enter a dentist’s studio
without feeling uneasy. Not that, we
have any teeth which we cannot easily
remove without his aid, but still we are
awe-struck in his presence. It appears
that our teeth have gone into commit-

a

for (lie kidney

One pair of boots saved every year by
using Lyon's Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners.

It proved to be "just the racket. ”

How

:

NO MATERIAL CHANGE.

roaches, bed-bugs, ants, vermin, chipmunks. 15c.

They are

write*

been used in severalsuch case* here In Portland snd
vidnlty. I purchased s bottle at Smith’s drug atom
here, sud found altar using the first bottle that it rfe.

_
,1

better.

1833,

were recommended,snd was eximined by one of onr
best physidsns, who pronouncedit inflsmmstion of
the bladder ; snd I went to the hoipitslfor trestment,
but sll medicine snd trestment hsd seemed to (sil. I
wss recommended to try Hunt’s Remedy, sa it hsd

A BUBsrof confidence— Failure of a savings

_

better, thev dress better and they flirt

11,

have been troubled for

during the time I was in the army.

__

On*the pains in his hip,
St. Jacobs Oil got the grip,
He calls it the all-healinglotion.

May

lievcd me greatly, and after using several bottles
found that it did mo more good than sll other medicines and treatment I' have receivedcombined. And
to add to my good opinionof Hunt's Remedy I beg to
A London oculist says that culture di- state,in closing, that ray wife haa been for a long tlm*
minishesthe size of the eyes. Now, just
troubled with a weaknesssnd inflammation c( the
listen to that! Everybody knows that
bladder, with a complicationof other diseases peculiar
small i’s are a sign of the entire absence of
to women. After using only two bottles she his been
culture.
completely cured : and I can say that my wife Is loud
Iredell Countt, N. G— The ex-Sheriflf, in pralao of this wonderful medicine, and I would
Mr. W. F. Wasson, says: “Brown’s Iron Bit- highly recommend it to all who are sufferingfrom
ten haa Improvedmy digestionand general kidney disease*or diseases of the bladder.'*

_____

companions than English women.
They are better instructed, they talk

PERBY DAVIS*

Influnmation of the bladder,deling as far back as

this fine corrective. Nausea, bilious symptoms
and constipation are also entirely removed by
it Lade of vigor, loss of flesh and want of appetite are usually troubles which contribute to
the discomfortof sufferers from indigestion:
but for these, as well os other concomitantsof
the malady, Hosteller's Stomach Bitters is a
recognized specific. While it regulates,it
strengthens tho system. Fever snd ague, rheumatism and nervous ailments are effoctua ly relieved by it, and it Is an incomparable sustaining cordial for Infirm persons of advanced year*
or weak constitution.

of

term this individualityvulgarity is to
show ignorance of the meaning of the
word, or rather to accept the meaning
attached to it by those who are themselves innately vulgar.
American women are, in nine oases
out of ten, infinitelymore agreeable as

wjrpvvyTrr

Policeman Ed. K.

_
Englishmen.
what those strings are made out of that bank.
It is rare that an American man is
Personal
i—
To
Men
Only!
the man draws that bow over."
not a good talker. He may have de“Yes, my sou, they are manufactured The Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall Mich.,
voted more time to heaping up dollars from ‘cat-gut,’ * said the old man, with will send Dr. Dve's CelebratedElectrothan to the cultivation of art, science or an emphasis on the latter word, in- Voltaic Belts and Electric Appliances on trial
for thirty days to men (young or old) who
literature, but he has gained much cu- tending to strike the boy dumb, thereby are afflicted with nervous debility, lost virious experience in his avocation which silenbing him during the balance of the tality and kindred troubles,guaranteeing
he is ready to impart, while on gen- performance. It had the* desired ef- speedy and complete restoration of health
eral matters fhere is a freshness, fect; the boy was struck speechless and manly vigor. Address as above. N. B.—
No risk is incurred,os thirty days’ trial is alshrewdness and mental activity,often with ponder and astonishment, and for lowed.
allied with considerable humor, which more than an hour kept perfectly quiet.
SkWNT M*N— "Wells’Health Rencwer" restores
make his remarks worthy of attention. At lost his eyes lit on tne fellow with health
and vigor, cores dyspepBia,tmpotence.$1.
Although the accumulation of dollars
dog-house in the corner, which
Look Well to the Name.
may have been his particularmission, in the more remote ages was called a
The only genuine German Hop Bitters
there is nothing mean or paltry in his Bass Viol. The boy gazed upon it
mode of thought; he is a stanch friend with admiration.He endeavored to have the word “Gehnan" blown In the bottle.
and a pleasantacquaintance. Whether speak but liis tongue clove to the roof
“Buchu-Paiba."— Quick, complete cure, all
he has won his fortune honestly or dis- of his mouth; his eyes fairly sparkled annoying Kidney and Urinary Diaeaaea. |L
honestly, he knows how to spend it as they traveled up and down the
All our lady friends will be delighted to
nobly. In this island of ours, where mammoth strings of the instrument. near
that L L Cragin A (to.
0 & 4th st .Phila
conventionalities are law and gospel, it At last his tongue became loosened, are giving liret clasa Piano Sheet Music, vocal
is a relief to meet with anyone who and he fairly yelled :
and instrumental,gratis. (No advertisingon
it ) Write for catalogue. Mention this paper.
does not bow down before them, and
“Papa! Oh, what a long cat that
who has some sort of individuality. To was!” — Carl Pretzel'sWeekly.
"Rough on Rats"— Clears out rats, mice, flies,

number

Tjjo^/a

A POLICEMAN'S DUTY.
Heatk, North Street, Portland,

After Meals, Torture.
Such
Ib the lot of the dyspeptic. Prevention,
was a a sardonic joke* And, when he
Mr. LaboaOliere'a Answer to • Snarling; threw a man 'on to the floor, put his where indigestion has not ustuned the chronic'
Engllsli Critic*
knee on his chest and the turnkeys on phase, and a thoroughcure where It haa, is pos_____ 1 attainment---- ..... ------- --- [From the London Troth.] < ,
the wrong.tooth apd straightened himStomnch pitters.aremedy of established
Americans are essentially cosmopoli- self, it dierseem as though the last end tetter’s
reputation,botanic drigln and rare tfurity,
tan, and they ' adapt themselves far of that man had come, and was a great Heartburn, flatnlenoe, pain in the abdomen
more easily to new surroundings than deal worse than the first.— 2’exa8 after eating, and a sinking sensationin that
region between meals, are entirely obviated by

.

w*sr e? 5

“Mother!
“Or Daughter!
“Can be made the picture of health!
“With a few bottles of Hop Bitters!
" Will you let them euffe.r?"

on the One of

RHEUMATISM,

In Scotland they have narrow, open
and molars are no places for quiet and
WISC0IS1R CENTRAL 1 R.
ditches, which they call sheep-drains.
Neuralgia,
*
Full particularb
cosy little chats on the follies of the
Adortus,
A man woa riding ’ a donkey one day
Sciatica,Lumbago,
day or the lighter and more frivolous
across a sheep-pasture,blit when the
BACKACHE,
CHARLES L COLBY,
topics of society.
animol came to the sheep-drain,he
HEADACHE,
TOOTHACHE,
Land Commiaa
ib’oct"
J
PISO S CUR Z FUR
The conscienceof a dentist must be
would not go over it. So the man rode
KEE.WIS.
MILWAUKEE,
WIS.
SORE THROAT,
something like that of a champion him back to a short distance, turned
xpj
QUINSY, SWELLINGS,
butcher, who kills and strings up his
him around and applied the whip,
SPBAIIVS,
PTlON.fc.
victim, ready-dressed for the market,
Ttt sn Soldiers
thinking, of ’course, that the donkey,
•rs in any manasr
Sortnist, Cuts, BrulMl.
in three minutes by a stop-watch,Chidisabled by mason of
when going at the top of his speed,
FROSTBITES,
wound, or dlHsas,
cago time. A thoroughly-good dentist
Incrrmd during tbstr emtes. loss of aflr.wr, or to*, satire
would jump the drain before he knew
BUBNM, SCALDS,
or
partial
loss
o7
sight
or
hearing,
pi
lee,
dflurhorA, rheninashould be a man with nerves like chilled
it. But not so. When the donkey got
Him, or any other disabilityontltlei yos. Widow*, childAnd all other bodily sch«
steel and heart like live-oak. Some of
ren,
or
dependent
partnte
entitled,
ren.lon procured
snd pains.
to the drain he stopped all of a sadden,
B. LINDBLOM ft CO., N. G. MILLER ft CO*
where dleehnrge Is lo#t. New dltebnrges obtained.Honorthe dentists with whom we are on speak6 ft 7 Chamber
55 Broadway,
FIFTT
CENTS
A
BOTTLE.
able discharge* sad pensions procuredfor deserters. Penand the man went over Mr. Neddy’s
Commerce.Chicago.
New York.
lions
INORfAftKD.
Rejected
claims
snecoMfullr
Sold by all Druggistsand
ing terms are oilv fellows,with hands
oLerauT'KcV p.y wd bounty collected, f XPERT GRAIN A PROVISION BROKERS.
head. No sooner had he touched the
Dealers. DirectionsIn 11
in land esse*. Frompt attenttoa given all klode of gownas soft as a dude’s cranium, and a selanguages. * 4
Members ot all prominentProduce Exchanges In
ment claims, gdrtesfm*. Ad-s with stamp, L. ft Wood.
ground than he got up, and, looking
New York, Chicago,Bt, Louis and Milwaukee.
Box it, Washington.D. 0.
ductive voice like that of a drug clerk.
The Charles A. Vogeler Co.
his beast straight in the face, said,
We have exclusiveprivstotelegraphwire between
(BMMMm M A. TOOELgR a 00.)
He will meet you at the door wrapped Verra weel pitched; but then hoo are
Chicago and New York. Will execute orders on our
IUttl»OT,ML, C.R. A.
Judgment when requested.Bend for dtvultn containin a winning smile and a spotted dress! ing particulars.ROUT. LINDBLOM ft CO, Chicago.
ye going to get ower yersel?”
ing-gown, and talk to you os soothingly
a
•• Put Up ” at thu Gault House.
iHTSl:
as could a speculatorin mining stocks,
The
buslnes*
man
or
tourist
will
find
and ho will inveigle you into the highbacked inquisitorialchair, and lie to firsi-class accommodationsat the low price $5 to 120 taJSSS?;
of t l
per day at the Gault House,
you about the pain, and root around Chicago, corner Clinton and Madison streets.
___ • t x t xj t an.
your sore and throbbing gums with his This far-famed hotel is located In the center
Established.
1872: Incorporated,
t ----- ... ..... —
y*i). For the Cure ofCnaoera,
IN THE WEST.
thumb-nail,and all the time smiling of the citv, only one block from the Union #70 A WEEK. fURdsy *t home eufly made. Costly
Tumors,
Ulcers, ScrcfeUa
Depot Elevator; all appoinmentsflrst- w/4 outfit free. Address Truk k Co., Augusts,Maine.
WUOSBBm snd Bkin Dirkasks. without the
* like an ox-eyed violet. The next thing
Four complete
H. W. Hoxr, Proprietor.
nse of knlre or. Loti or »loou. and Hum pain. For
ivnd two continyou know trouble will commence. He
SSfiTIJCDQ «-wor®i. (Th. Gr**t Worm Dwtroyw.)WIU
ued stories’ in
each number,
will slip on a pair of highly-polished Blood-Poisoning—
An Alarming Discovery. mU I lltnw. «»» your children. G,t It »l DnifgiiLMe.
written by the
forceps; there will be an uncontrollable
Half the peonle ai'e suffering and many
bent authors,and
Wfojwjmw
fee a week In your own town. Terms and |3 outfit
printed on plain
die
from
this
fatal
complaint
Diseases
of
desire on your part to open wide your
f 00 free. Addreae KHauxit ft Co.. Portland.Me.
“TOTH"
Boring
Wells
____
type,
forty-eight
kidneys and liver are the principal
columns in every
mouth and howl. A short, decisive the
causes. As a cure, we can recommend GerA GENTS WANTED tor the Best and Fastest;
issue. A Fashion
W^BorinK
and Rod Driiing HachiiN
jerk, your poor head will /all back on man Hop Bittera -.JournoZ of Health.
JY Helling Pictorial Books and Bibles. Prices reduced
Department tor
It very ProflUfiln!
83 per cent. National PublishingGo, Chicago,111.
the chair, and your mouth will be full
Fob dyspepsia, indigestion, depression ot
of freshly-distilled blood; your 'eyes spiritsand general debility in their various
zing Drawer tor
tiwYoung Folks.
$25 to $40
will be brimming with tears, and a mis- forms; also as a preventive againstfever and
Every yearly sub$250
Jb.JZJk.Y
scriber gets anew
cellaneous variety of cuss words will ague, and other intermittent fevers, the
book. .
Ferro-Phosphorated
Elixir
of
Calisaya,",!
fmflflfiyAAT
Y
RETURN
HAILFuUdeecrtptUm
OHinRads!
Sample
oopiee
be struggling for utterance in your
- ’a New Tallwr Njrstrasof
made by Caswell, Hazard A Ca, Now York, b II ft* I; Mood^'
tree.
larnyx.
and sold by all druggists, is the best tonio; I • llillHDreaaCuittingMOODVADO. UaeUMtl,0.
Address
But it is the old-fashioned dentist,the and tor patients recovering from fever or
fend for Catalon*. Addree*
country doctor of the cross-roads,who other sicknessit has no equal
TbeLEDGEB
LOOMIS
&> NYHAN, TltnAOHll
used te grin like a cannibal whenever
Food for thought ought always to be
CH10AQ9, ILL
he saw a victim approach his office— he seived with brain-sauce.
No. 39-83.
is the one who used to fill the apple of
Mbs. Cole, of Windham, N. H., declaresthat
our youthful eye. He was a terror. He,
her life was saved by Hood’s Bariaparilla
In this paper.
at
who has never been put through the She had 87 terrible Scrofulous sores.
agonizing evolutions of a tooth-pulling
The use of iron cannot Increase the runDyspepsia Does.
drill in the back room of his office, does
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not khow what fun is. He has missed
several great opportunities.This rural
tooth-carpenterused to perpetrate his
fiendish work in one time and two motionffT' 'If the patient could not keep
hia head steady the dentist would lay
his head on the floor and hold it down
with his knee. And if the man got alive
to his family, who had parted from him
with sorrowful apprehensions,thd
members would filbert' him with congratulations, and fried chicken and biscuits, that ho was unable to eat
This ancient gladiatorial dentist was
as remorseless in his operations as a
lynching mob. He had no sympathy

ning qualities of a dog, but tin can.

An

cnricher of the blood and purifier of
the system; cures lassitude and lack of
energy. Such is Brown's Iron Bitten.

PATENTS
IfutnctUma
Yuli

FHSS5

and Sand-book on PtUmlt eenf free.

Subscribe

What

It causes grievous pains

It

Keyser,

Many
lent

It

_ _

W. Va— Dr. W. D. Ewin

says:
esteem Brown’s Bitters as an excel-

tonic.”

^^WING^OOMPAS^^idlM^'lu^Sa?

It

makes
makes

ABEHTS^lWBMc^WANTEg
Takes like wildfire.Anyone can

its victim cross

by night
.

.

ana

grumbling and complaining.

What “Brown’s Iron

U*C

workit Standard

Hie

makes

frightfuldreams

dinner. ,

the appetite capricious and unreasonable.

It invJglAiUCS
invigorates the
II

AGENTS WANTED

a good

petulant
the breath had, the eyes leaden, and the skin sallow.

It causes constant

may be remarked, for the com-

_ rt of
fort
of "honest
honest poverty, that avarice
reigns most in those who have but few
good qualities to recommend them
This is a weed that will grow only in
barren soil — Hughes.

by day and

It destroys the pleasure of
It sours the disposition and

Now

let's make tracks,” remarked tho
railroad contractor to a f ection gang.

Once.

Bitters” Does.

---- digest
—

weakened nvw.i.cw.,
stomach, —and
---enables
-

it

to

i;
It purifies the breath, clears the eyesight,and
It firings

a regular and healthy desire

Your Druggist

sells

Brown’s Iron

makes the skin nan
proper times.
7

for food at

Bitters.
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CLOSING OUT SALE!!

DRUG STORE.

®. ^nion.

Fbr Uu IIoBaad CU* Xnr»:

Blmiiu of

Tfc«

the Lord, It Vikoth B oh-

Kremers &

Mor« lh»n 20 centarieih»re p»Med
i.inc« 8«al, the kine of Israel, Uwoaht to

Bim

At Greatly Reduced Prices.

^“—Specialties-

corich l^maelf with the flocks, herda and

Pure Drugs,

goods taken from the Araalekltes.He

commanded ntterly

bad boen

them and

to destroy

About 28 centuries have passed aince

PATENT MEDICINES,

lliel,

the Bethellte, attempted to gain wealth

hazi, the servant of the prophet Elisha,
to

CLOTHING, GENTS’ PTONISHING GOODS, HATS &
MACHINE OILS, ETC.,
CAPS, BOOTS A SHOES, DRY GOODS, GROCERIES,
SHINGLES, LATH, ETC., ETC.
PARIS GREEN,
LINSEED, LARD, CASTOR,

men servants, and
maid servants. '‘There is a way that
teemeth right unto a man, but the ends
thereof are the ways of death.” It cannot be denied that riches were involvedin
of these cases, but

who would wish

thirty-nine acres of timbered land seven miles north of this city,

King Saul may have won the docks and

enemy, but loat his honor,
hia kingdom, and his life. Gehazl ob-

herds of his

and

hundred and

also desire to sell the following Real.Estate: Six

I
warranted strictly pure.

them at auch a fearful cost.

tained the changes of garments

stock of goods consists of a full line of

DRUGGISTS SUNDRIES.
PAINTS, WHITE LEAD,

vineyards, sheep, oxen,

to purchase

My

TOILET SOAPS,

himself money, garments, olive-yard",

each

greatly reduced, prices.

PERFUMERY,

than 27 centuries have passed, since Ge-

win

entire stock at

brushes,

had forbiddenwith a curse. More

thought by treachery and lying to

my

will sell

j

and distinction by daring *o do that which

God

change my business and

I desire to

all that appertained to them.

We

are sole agents for the famous

twenty acres of improved land on the south side of sixteenth

“Tonsil's Punch” Cigar. three houses

the

and

saw

lots, a

mill,

and three

lots in this city,

two talents of silver, but in return received tiie loathsome disease of leprosy

and

Hid completed his

city, but

had

improved farm of 1651 acres three miles west of the

WINES & LIQUORS

to his children as a legacy.

left it

road to Macatawa

for Medicinal use.

bis chil-

have been dearer to him
whom he was laboring to en-

dren, who mav
than life—

From

death.

recipes accurately prepared.

being the glad father of

KREMBRS & BANGS.

sons, be was written “childless,” with no

Holland, Mich., May

26th,

‘88

Call and see

me and

ZEE

18-ly.

O L L

to

IMUCIK.

Ml

MAH

administercomfort with lov-

ing sympathy. “The Blessing of the
Lord

it

maketb Rich, and addeth no

tor-

was

un-

In each of them cases
speakablesorrow added, even

Rheumatic

the favor

if

be not

•f God, which each of them lost,

These thing* St.

taken in the account.

We

infidels.

are called a Christian nation. The

God

aame

made

that

the

Jew made

u&.

The tame obedienceand faithfulness that
were required

ut. And

of the

Jews

it required of

If they, as individuals,

punished for seeking

were so

to enrich

j

;

us.

severely

Ronnwm.N.V.Apr.Gth,
85.
Pont Byron,:: Y.
Rheumtic Syrup Co.:
rheumaticSyrup Co. :
Gent?— I nave been a treat
1 had been d«vto* '
tufTi'rerfrom Kheumatlwnrorslx

•

r,

r

t

'Pi

lire'*

commenced taking > irSyrup.
After taking It ash. rt time, to
my surprise,it began to help me.
from pain, and my general health Continuingit* use a few weeks,
I found myself as well as ever.
As a blood purifier, I think it has

S. V. 0.

n° ^RS.‘

Buti.kr, N. Y., Sept. 1, 1882.
Co.

.

or four year*, wii h *i.. -it pb)’*
alchins. ’fur MTofulii,i < »»*mo < ailed it, but found no i ..f until 1

themselves

(To be Continued.)

Rheumatic Syrup

UZURALGIA CURED.

SCROFULA CT^SD.

RHEUMATISM CURED.

i

by forbidden means, let us beware.

M.

O^H^TTH«,00«NT-V.W.U.

-«*0,«^VO

The Greatest Blood Purifier Known!

j

as our light i* greater tlqjn that

Jews, more will be required of

of the

..

SYRUP.

Paul says “were wrlttaa for our admonition.” We are not a nation of

obtain good bargains.

IT ID,

.A.

soni to share the burdens of declining
yntn, or

and an
on the

E. j. H^.E,E,I3SrC3-T03Sr3

Physician's prescriptionsand family

rich— torn from him by the cold hand of

Park.

city,

street,

Manufactured"by

,

WILLIAM 8TBANO.

RHEUMATIC SYRUP

FAUtroBT,X. Y.. March 12,
RheumaticSyrup Co.:
G NTs-flnce November. If*
i 1 *ve been a constantsuflere
iroin neuralgia ami have n<
Lui.wn what it was to be fre
from pain until I commence
the use of RheumaticSyrup,
have felt no pain since usingtb
fourth bottle.I think itthepe
remedy I have ever heard of ft
purifying the blood and forts
cure of rheumatismand net
W. B. CHASE.

ralgla.

CO., i Plymouth Ave.. Rocheater, H.Y.

-J

Gents— Feeling grateful for what your
mediciue has done for me, 1 desire to

make the following statement: For two
yetrs or more I have suffered from rheumatism. Much of the time I could not
drest mytelt nor put food to my mouth,
tnd suffered the most lutense pain
while. Some

five

all the

weeks since I was per*

suaded to try your Rheumatic Syrup.
Before I had used two bottles, the pain
had

all left, so thtt I slept

now

1 can

ever

I

did

my

in

the best medicine

need

fact, feel as

life, til

restores, with th#
I

RUNNINr

I6KT

no

one

from the use of

in the yorid— Rheu-

SIMPLE

John Wicks.
Thousands Say Bo.
Mr. T.

W.

Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:

recommend your Elecmy customers,they give entire satisfaction and are rapid sellers."
Electric Bitters are the purest and best
medicine known and will positivelycure
Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify
tbe blood and regulatethe bowels. No
family can afford to be without them.

tric Bitters to

will save

to

disease, are rapidly purged out by the use

OF MASSACHUSETTS ENGINEER

TIMELY WARNING OF MR.
JOHN SPENCER BAGGAGE
MASTER
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SEWING MACHINE CO

R.
30 UNION SQUARE. NEW YORK
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Stone in the Bind-

W-Liurce Stones Removed by Ken
: medy’s favorite Remedy.

-

From

the

CHICAGOJLL.-—
....

-

•ORANGE, MASS*

and ATLANTA, QA.-

PUUfitld (Matt.) KaaU.

Stone In the Bladder Is a very dangeronn ailment ;
bit many mo»t remarkablecures have of late been
wrought by “Kennedy's Favorite Remedy”— the
invention of Or. Kennedy of Rondout,N. Y. Another striking case is now added to the list. Mr.
Peter Lawler, of Dalton, Mass., states in a letter
to Dr. Kennedy
edv that he had been troubledwith
bladder complafut for 14 years, and had consulted
si differenttimes seven physicians; but nothing
beyond temporaryallayment of the pajn had been
Lawler calledon Dr. Kennedy. Sounding him the
doctor “atruck atone.” He decided that Mr. LawWsnoutd flrrttrythe -‘FavoriteHetnedr," so as,
if possible,to avoid an operation. And here is the
remarkableresult: "Dear Doctor Kennedy— The
day after I came home I passed two gravel atones,
and am doing nicelv now. If you would like to
seethe stones f will send them to you.” This letter bears date "Dslton. Mass., Feb, 0tb," and is
signed "Peter Lawler. ” The atoner, which are so
large ss to warrant for "Kcnuedy'a Favorite Remedy” the claim that ft Is the most suwesaful sped
fle for Stone yet discovered, are uo* Jn Dr. Kennedy’s possession.Incidentally Mr. Lawler also
states tint the "Favorite Remedy" at the same
time cored him ol a suborn case of Rheumatism :
and It is a fact that In all cffections arising oot of

medicinecheat. Order

dragglst. Trice $1.00 a bottle.
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of its value.

PREPARED BY

&Co., Lowell, Mass.

Sold by all Druggists.
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uses?

the Loss of

AND'

on the Nature, Treatment
tnd redlcal cure of Seminal Weakness, or SpermatorrhwaInduced by self-Abusc, involuntary
Emissions, Impotency,Nervous Debility,and Im-

A Lecture

WISE!

great chance to make money. We want man?
. boys and girls to work for ns in their
men. women.
own localities. Any one can do the work properly
from the first start. The business will psy more
than ten times ordinary wiges. Expensiveoutfits

DRY GOODS STORE
STEKETEE

&

BOS,

anthor of the "Green Book," Ac.
The world-renowned author, in this admirable
Lecturof clearlyproves from his own experience
that the awful consequences of Belf-Abnsomay
on ttte corner of River & Ninth Sts.
be effectually removed without dangerous surgical
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
operations, bougies,instruments,rings or cordials : pointing out a mode of cure at once certain of Qrocerl os,— always of the Freshestand Purest,
md effectual, bv which every sufferer, no matter bnt also all kinds of Farmers Produce, Provisions,
what his conditionmay be, may cure himself Etc., Etc.
cheaply, privatelyand radically. This lecture will
prove a boon to thousands and thousands.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope,to any adAlso a very large and assorted stock o f
firessr post paid, on receiptof six eente or two
postage stamps- Address

C.

,

THE CULVBRWELL MEDICAL

wealthy:Ihoi-c who do not im
prove their opportunitiesremain in poverty. We offer a

THE NEW

GROCERY
MANHOOD
Is

people arc always oa the lookout
41 Ann 8t„
let changes to Incrrasctheir
earnings, and in time become

New York

CO.,

N. Y.; PostofflcoBox 450.

A «'<»* made at home by the indurtrious.Best businessnow bo
fore tho public. Capital not needed. Wo will start yon. Men.
mF
women, boys and girls wanted
everywhereto work For us. Now
is the time. Yon can work in spare time, or
your whole time to the business. ^No^ other
ness will psy you nesriy as
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DRY GOODS

Which wc intend to keep as complete as ^ossl
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JOHN,

QenM T'k’t A Pass'r Ag't,

CHICAGO.

have hundreds of similar testimonials
to the efficacyof Ayer’s Hair Vigor. It
needs but a trial to couviucethe most skepti-

Dr. JfQ. Ayer

E. 6T.

CABLE,

Vloe-Pree't A QenM Manager,

We

YAM SCHBLVBN,

/hm m, im.

famous

A New and Direct Line, via Seneca and Kankakee, has recently been ooened,
ween pj
Newport
Newe, pgwvsvsswsswap
Richmond, Cincinnati,
Indianapolis —and La Fayette,
T vWwvvp
w*
Oouiwtl

Mrs. O. A. Prescott, writing from 18 Elm
St.. Charlettown, Matt., April 14, 1882, says :
*• Two yean ago about two-thirds of my hair
iame off.
came
off. It thinned very rapidly,and I was
growing bald. On using Ayer’s Hair
or the
the falling
Vigor
_______ , stoppedand a new growth
imenced, and .«
in -about
month -my head
commenced,
--- -a -----was completelycovered with short hair. It
has continued to grow, and is now as good an

sent free.
Dated,

•
RECLINING OHAIR GARE ever built I PJJLLMAN 8

EACH.

via the

......

jwt

the principalflnsa

THESE TRAINS each way between OHIGAQO and the MISSOURI RIVER.
TWO TRAINS MCh way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL,

D. & M. R. R. Lands.
By tbe provisions of an act of the tale session
of the legislature,
all persons holding title by deed
or contractto nny of the D. & M. R. R. lands, socalled, from either Bowes. Gould or Griswold, upon making certain proof, will bo entitledto a
patent from the state for such lands.
Persons having perfectedtheir title under the
act of 1881 and paid np back taxes, may recover
part of such taxes Iron the state.
Special attention will be given to the settlement
of all such claims on reasonable terms.
Communications either In person or by letter
prompt*
Uptly attended to.

.

give entire satisfaction."

cal

FURNITURE & COFFINS

JT
ArtiithtfiTMt.

IN THE COUNTRY, and In whloh superior meals are served to travelers at
the low rate of EEVBNTY-FIVE GENTS
mv#co

before It fell. I regularly used but one bottle
of the Vigor, but now use it occasionally aa
o dressing."

O.
in itself almost a

)]

ms%#4

ROAD

W. Bower, proprietorof the Uc Arthur

Vocalists,writes from Botton, Matt., Feb. 8.
1880: "Iwer since my hair began to give all
very evidence of the change which fleeting
time procureth,I have used Aykr’b Hair
Vigor, and so have been able to maintain
an appearanceof youthfulness—a matter of
vu.u,nK».»o
considerable consequence to ministers, orators, actors, and in fact every one who liver
in the eyes of tbe public."

^newHomP*

--- •

is^rtnml^St* ita connectionsare all of

MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON

Mr. Axgus Fairbairr, leader of the
celebrated "Falrbairn Family" of Scottish

of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.

^

“GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,’’

a sure cure for dandruff. Not within my
knowledge has the preparationever failed

Scrofula, and all forms of scrofulous

a

intermadlate.The

(Ohio) Enquirer, says : "AVER’S HairVioor
is a most excellent preparationfor the hair.
I speak of it from my own experience.Its
use promotes the growth of new hair, and
makes it glossy and soft. The Vigor Is also

tor's bills every year.

wsvwww^w*

towa City. Atlantic, Avooa, Audubon, Harlan, Guthrie Center and Council Bluffs,
irTIewa | Gallatin, Trenton, Cameron and Kansas Olty, In Missouri, and L*«vonwtrth and Atchison in Kansas, and the hundreds of ottiee, villagesand towns

entirely bald."
J.

^

and

nearly bald. 1 used part of a bottle of
Avbr's Hair Vigor, which stopped the falling of tbe hair, and started a new growth. I
have now a full head of hair growing rigorously, and am convinced that but for tbe
nse of your preparationI should have been

hundreds of dollars in doc

NARROW ESCAPE

^
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Me. C. P. Bricher writes from Kirby, 0..
July 3, 1882 : ” Last fall my hair eommenced
falling out, and In a abort time I became

"I never hesitateto

They

glow and freshnessol

brown color,or deep black, as may be desired.
By Ha nse light or red hair may be darkened,
thin hair, thickened, and baldness often,
though not always, eared.
It cheeks falling of the hair, and stlmalates a weak and sickly growth to vigor. It
preventsand cares scurf and dandruff, and
heals nearly every disease peculiar to the
scalp. As a Ladies' Hair Dressing, the
YlUOB is unequalled ; It contains neither oil
nor' dye, renders the hair soft, glossy, and
silken In appearance, and Imparts a delicate,
agreeable, and lasting perfume.

well as

matic Syrup.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rt,

yonth, faded or gray hair to a natural, rich

soundly nights;

dress myself and

feed me, and, in

to

AYER’S
Hair Vigor

i>,t

ble

embracing all the

latest

and best made fabrics

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

ARMERS’ PKODUCE^TAKEN IN

m
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